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Sounding the Deep: The Composer’s Diary
Between June 2011 and February 2012, Nigel Morgan
documented the compositional process of Sounding the Deep
and Shoals, as well as his work on the educational elements
of the project. Nigel’s diary entries are collected here in
chronological order.
From late February Nigel invited a number of ‘guests ‘ to
provide their own diary entries in place of this own. These
include the bass soloist James Gower, the post-graduate
group of composers and sound designers from Hull
University’s Filey Studios, and the undergraduate creative
team in music, dance and digital image from Hull College.

Sounding the Deep: About the Piece
About the piece
Sounding the Deep was commissioned in March 2011 by the
Hull Philharmonic Orchestra as a work for orchestra and bass
voice for performance in March 2012 as part of the Cultural
Olympiad celebrations in the city of Hull.
Hull’s landmark Millennium building, The Deep Submarium,
celebrating its 10th anniversary in 2012, initially inspired the
title and its subject matter.
The association of this building with one of the UK’s most
established voluntary orchestras has proved an inspired idea,
and one which has born fruit in seeking to enlarge the very
particular repertoire in English music that is associated with
things maritime. Elgar, Bridge, Vaughan-Williams, Britten,
Maxwell-Davies all wrote substantial and significant vocal
and orchestral works referencing the peculiarly English
preoccupation with the sea. Sounding the Deep now seeks to
join this flotilla of compositions acknowledging for the first
time in a work for the concert platform the adventure of the
exploration of the deep oceans.
The composition tells the story of such exploration in the
words of a remarkable zoologist and explorer, the American
William Beebe (1877 – 1962), the father of ocean ecology
and the first man to descend ‘a half mile down’. Beebe
(pronounced Bee – be) was the David Attenborough of his
day, a remarkable scientist, writer, and communicator. Friend
of movie stars and presidents, he was a best-selling author
and ‘must-hear’ lecturer. Indeed, in Sounding the Deep,
Beebe is portrayed by the bass soloist giving one of his
celebrated lectures – probably a first for a musical
composition.
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The libretto, taken entirely from Beebe’s book Half Mile
Down, traces Beebe’s fascination from early in his career
with the secrets of the ocean depths. However, it wasn’t until
Beebe was in his forties that he made his first ‘helmet dives’
off the Galápogos Islands becoming the first scientist to
photograph and investigate the world of the coral reef. It was
shortly after these initial studies that he began to consider
how man might investigate the deep ocean beyond the limit
of unaided human capability. With President Roosevelt’s
personal support and the young and wealthy engineer Otis
Barton he designed and built a ‘bathysphere’ to go to depths
beyond man’s previous experience.
Beebe’s story of this personal journey into the unknown is
told in wonderfully poetic, indeed rhapsodic language. His
writing is testament to an age when the word rather than the
image was the most effective medium of communication. In
the intense darkness of the undersea world technology simply
didn’t allow Beebe to ‘show’ his discoveries through
photography.
The scenario
The solo bass voice is the zoologist and explorer William
Beebe giving one of his celebrated public lectures. He comes
on stage and gives a short spoken introduction based on a
series of slide-projected photographs. These slides give the
audience a brief synopsis of his career as zoologist and protoecologist. They include images of the Bronx Zoological
Gardens (where he was the youngest ever director), British
Guiana, Malaysia and the Western Himalaya. He then
summons on stage his pianist and they begin together to tell
the story in song of The Wonderer, a sculpture in the San
Francisco Explorers Club that so inspired Beebe’s work. In
the concert version Beebe is joined by the orchestra to
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introduce his audience to his dream of descending to the
largely unknown world beneath the waves. The second
movement tells of Beebe’s exploits as a helmet diver where
‘just below the surface I found a new world’. In the third
movement Beebe explains about the ‘birth of the
bathysphere’, the craft in which he planned to descend a half
mile down. In the fourth movement the libretto brings
together part of the actual transcript of his commentary
during his record-breaking dive with his own and later
reflections on this experience. In Descent into Perpetual
Night, and with the aid of a onscreen depth counter, Beebe
takes us into the extreme darkness and isolation of 3000' plus
and to a point where the cable tethering the bathysphere
reaches its end. Throughout this movement the voices of Otis
Barton and Gloria Hollister comment on the progress of the
bathysphere either on screen in teleprinter typed text or as
triggered samples of their voices on the telephone line
connected to the Bathysphere. See the libretto for this text. In
the fifth and final movement, as Beebe waits for the ascent to
the surface, he reflects on the comparisons between
explorations of the ocean depths with that of space itself.
The music
Sounding the Deep owes much to three preliminary works,
the song Deep Sea Diver setting words by poet Robert
Francis inspired by Beebe’s exploits, a novel study in register
for orchestra Migrations, and twenty Signature Moments for
solo piano. Anyone seriously wishing to explore this
orchestral score would do well to familiarize themselves with
these works. Deep Sea Diver is very much a touchstone for
Sounding the Deep. It is a remarkable poem about descent
and ascent, a poem Beebe considered as vividly describing
the unique experience of helmet diving. Much of the
accompaniment to this song was created using algorithmic
computer tools to explore the interpolation between high and
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low chords, building chord sequences of descent and ascent.
The outcome resulted in unusual harmonic material that
permeates the entire score of Sounding the Deep. There is
also a lively element of musical reference to the period of
Beebe’s diving exploits – the swing era of the 1930s.
Although no actual quotations are present there is a blues, a
one-step, a samba and a march (in the style of Sousa)
threaded into the music.
Instrumentation and performance
2 Flutes (second doubling alto flute in G)
Piccolo
2 Oboes
Cor Anglais (in F)
2 Clarinets in Bb (second doubling alto sax in Eb)
Bass Clarinet in Bb
2 Bassoons
Contrabassoon
4 Horns in F
2 Trumpets in Bb
2 Tenor Trombones
Bass Trombone in F
Tuba
Percussion: snare drum / bass drum / cymbals / triangle
Timpani
Strings (16, 14, 10, 12, 4)
Solo double Bass
Tuned Percussion (vibraphone and marimba)
Untuned Percussion (congas & bongos with 2 suspended
cymbals, maracas, guiro, ocean drum and temple blocks)
Grand Piano / Electric Piano with sampler
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Ideally, the orchestra is self-directed with players led from
the keyboard, or indeed by any member of the continuo
group.
Players and/or the director may explore placing phrases in
higher or lower octaves to create different effects and
emphasis. Organlike registrations using other parallel
intervals may also be explored in ensemble passages where
multiple unisons are found.
The continuo percussion parts may be distributed very freely
between the two continuo players, with both parts
‘orchestrated’ between several instruments simultaneously.
Ideally, a variety of tuned percussion should be used –
vibraphone, marimba etc. Where only a single tuned
instrument is available this should be a vibraphone. The
untuned part calls for a collection of standard orchestral
percussion but may be extended by the performers to include
more exotic sounds if appropriate.
Percussion I:

Percussion II (Continuo):
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The continuo group is encouraged to be adventurous and
colourful in its choice of instrumentation. Harp and electric
guitar may be added to this ensemble (and parts can be made
available if required).
The keyboard part
The keyboard player has two distinct roles in Sounding the
Deep. The first is as William Beebe’s accompanist playing a
grand piano, suitably attired in the concert dress of the day
(tails, white tie and wing collar). The second is as the leader
of the orchestral continuo group playing (if possible) a
Fender Rhodes electric piano with a volume pedal able to
‘hide’ attacks and swell chords. Whilst the keyboard part
contains almost the whole of the recital / vocal score part
passages may be removed or simplified to get a different
textural mix with the orchestra. Generally, the continuo
group is invited to go beyond the written notes and explore
radical interactions and textures with the orchestral
instrumental parts they support.
The vocal part
The vocal line is almost always doubled by an optional part
for solo orchestral instrument (bass clarinet, trombone, horn,
cello, double bass, timpani) when the singer is performing
with the orchestra. These instrumental ‘solos’ are like the
singer’s shadow and provide an important reference and
presence during rehearsals when the singer can’t be present.
The composer is particularly grateful to the bass James
Gower for his inspired advice on fashioning the vocal
part.
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Part I.
Meeting the Ensembles

June 20, 2011

Workshop at the Hexagon,
Beverley 20 June 2011
The workshop programme for the Shoals part of Hull
Philharmonic’s Sounding the Deep project started with two
of the six selected groups coming together for late afternoon
sessions at the Hexagon in Beverley. I just made it through
the difficult afternoon traffic to meet ten young string players
– two string quartets and 2 double bassists. Try as I might
I’ve not been able to find any music written for such a
combination. Maybe I am the first to write any?! The two
string tutors Helga Penny and Pat Mitchell were wonderful in
making sure we started on time and introductions were made.
They even made sure each player had name badge! I confess
I’d forgotten about this all-important part of every first
workshop session. There’s nothing worse than to be
addressed as ‘you’ or even ‘second violin’ for that matter: to
be able to use a Christian name makes such a difference.
I divided the decet (dectet?) into two antiphonal groups and
straight away we tackled some studies I’d written. These
introduced one of my favourite devices – the Slonimksy
Scales and Musical Patterns. We looked at just the first five
pentatonic scales in the collection (over 2000). These five are
based on making progressive divisions of the tritone, that
awkward but wonderfully ambiguous interval that seems to
pervade so much contemporary music. I realised later we
should have started with singing these little scales . . .
because doing that really fixes the interval jumps. Jumping a
perfect fourth down after a semitone down seems tricky. Try
singing G F# C# C natural.
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String dectet at the Hexagon.

The first two studies used pitches all the members of the
quartets could play in unison. So the musicians were able to
play from a single A3 sheet of full-score: a single part each
for the string quartets, a part each for the basses. So the piece
is scored in 4 parts. The early minutes were a little sticky but
all the players patiently hung in there until we’d got the
music going. I could then put in place some of the marine
sound effects and noises I’d brought along on my laptop. We
had two ‘runs’ at this and second was really impressive!
Next we tried a Descent-Ascent study I’d composed where
one of the antiphonal groups play downward figures from
Slonimksy pattern 5, the other play upward from Slonimksy
pattern 1. The score is in ten parts this time but the score
employs exactly the same metre structure as the previous two
studies. This structure made play of mixtures of additive
metres 2/8, 3/8, 4/8, 5/8. The musicians had to get used to
feeling a steady 1/8 beat going on in the background. This is
much harder than it appears. Just try counting this structure
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making a firmer down beat at the beginning of each ‘bar’: 2/8
2/8 3/8 3/8 2/8 4/8 2/8 3/8 4/8 5/8 4/8 5/8.

Descent-Ascent study for String Decet.

An hour went really quickly . . . and so straight on to work
with a percussion octet. This group have an inspirational
tutor Chris Sykes. He’d kindly sent me some soundfiles of
the octet’s rehearsals for a Schools Prom performance that is
up and coming. They were brilliant! We started straight away
playing an Interpolation piece I’d created to demonstrate how
one high chord could be morphed over eight instances in to
different low chord and back again. With two glockenspiels,
vibraphone (two players), marimba and a group playing
‘resonant’ percussion it sounded quite magical, particularly
after a little rehearsal and the addition (once again) of my
laptop driven marine sounds. Talking of things ‘magical’, I
have a large-scale piece called Seven Magical Preludes for
percussion sextet in my catalogue. It was composed in
Toronto in 2002 for Nexus and given its first performance in
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Bristol Cathedral by the percussionists of the BBC National
Orchestra of Wales. It was composed as an upbeat to Carl
Orff’s Carmina Burana and uses precisely the same
instrumentation (including 3 glockenspiels!)

Percussion Ensemble at the Hexagon.

We then looked at the idea of Binary Rhythms. This is
something I use a lot in my scores. Think about it – if you
have eight slots in which you can put either a beat or a silent
space there are 256 possible rhythms waiting to be available.
So the ensemble split into 4 duos and each player made up
their on binary rhythm. Each player chose a handheld
instrument and then the fun began. There are just so many
ways you can organise these rhythms . . . and we did. You
can listen to a piano piece in my catalogue that uses such 8bit binary rhythms. It’s a Toccata written for the pianist
Joanna MacGregor.
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An exercise in Binary Rhythms.

I am pretty sure this very experienced ensemble are going to
be able to produce a fantastic piece for March 17 2012. I’m
so looking forward to writing for them in such a way as to
allow them to add their own ideas and material. A great
session! Many thanks to music service director Bob Mitchell
for making sure the sound projection side of things worked
flawlessly and generally enabling both workshops to happen
when they did.
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July 11, 2011

Louth Junior Choir – ‘Meet the Composer’,
11 July 2011
The only thing I know about Louth is that it is the hometown
of one of the legends of song writing, the brilliant Robert
Wyatt. I’d never been there so I was surprised at what an
interesting place it was. There’s a huge parish church whose
spire dominates the town and lots of 18C buildings. My
session with the 22-strong Louth’s Junior Choir (conductor
Kate Witney) was to take place in Louth’s Salvation Army
Hall and such is my limited and past experience of such
places I’d imagined a tin roofed hall with a old upright piano
and those canvas metal-framed stacking chairs. Far from it!
This was a beautifully designed and appointed place for
meeting and worship equipped with all the latest
presentational technology and a lovely grand piano.

Kate Witney is the vocal co-ordinator for Lincolnshire and
has responsibility for the County Youth Choir. Her Louth
choir, who meet weekly during the term, are aged from 7 to
13 years. She began the session with some essential warm
ups, which I joined in. She’s a fine singer herself and I really
enjoyed the challenge of getting my voice back to some sort
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of shape. The choir then sang for me a rather appropriate
piece from their repertoire called Creatures of the Deep
before I presented them with their workshop booklets. I then
read them the poem I’d set for them to sing at our Sounding
the Deep concert next March.
The song is a setting of Deep Sea Diver by American poet
Robert Francis. I’d originally thought of writing a suite of 5
songs to my own poems about deep sea life. When I knew I
wasn’t going to use the Francis poem in my libretto for the
Sounding the Deep concert work it seemed a good idea to
make it the centrepiece of Shoals, the suite of pieces I’m
writing for student ensembles across the region. In fact the
poem worked a treat for young singers and I put it together
over a couple of days. It’s composed for 2-part junior choir
and piano and is in itself a study of intervals. I think it
includes all the intervals found in an octave. Writing for
junior choir is quite a demanding exercise because most
choirs of this kind don’t rehearse or perform from music but
learn predominantly by ear. I explained to the choir that
mostly my song takes a tune for a walk by step and half-step
(tones and semitones if you like – major and minor seconds if
we are being pedantic), but I like to use fourths and fifths
particularly to change the direction of a tune or at the
beginning and end of a phrase. Deep Sea Diver is all about a
diver making a descent, reaching the ocean floor, finding a
strange sea creature (an uncouth thing) and ascending to the
surface. The musical lines and phrases reflect that descent
and ascent.
As well as the song I’ve fashioned a kind of introduction,
which I’m hoping the choir and I can develop together. I
wanted to give each member of the choir an opportunity for a
brief solo and give their audience an opportunity to really
experience what a fine and memorable poem Deep Sea Diver
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is. Download the workshop booklet for this session and you
can find out what I’ve put together.
The choir worked very hard for nearly an hour and managed
to sing the first page in two and then the opening of the
ascent section. We had a good go at singing the opening
phrases ‘Diver go down’ with its glissandos as a canon. The
choir’s pianist Jill Flowers sight-read the song’s
accompaniment wonderfully despite the fact that I’d put
some Brahmsian stretches into the left-hand of the piano
score!

The opening of Deep Sea Diver.

Kate was very upbeat about the choir getting to know the
song early next term. I hope to work with them next in
October when we’ll spend some time getting to know how to
use a microphone and work with some of the deep sea sounds
I hope to blend into the song and its introduction.
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July 15, 2011

Workshops at The Albemarle Centre,
Friday 15 July 2011
I can’t think there can be many music centres for student
musicians situated in the middle of a shopping centre. It was
my first visit to Hull’s Albemarle Centre and it felt slightly
surreal. Surreal but nice! Greeted by Hull Music Service
director Chris Maynard (whose horn playing son I was to
meet a little later) we were given a perfect rehearsal space for
both chamber music groups, a space that catered for
providing audio for the laptop-based live electronics I was
planning during the workshop.
After school on a Friday is probably not the most propitious
time to start rehearsing two new works, but I was surprised at
the bright concentration of both ensembles throughout their
one and a half hour sessions. The first workshop was with the
Albemarle Wind Quintet. The piece I’ve created for them as
a starting point is a wind version of the song I wrote for the
Louth choir. I’ve expanded it in all sorts of ways and it was
clear from the outset that this new treatment was going to
work really well. What the group have at the moment is an
elaboration of the basic song, but I plan to develop it to
include some sections of interplay with the sixth member of
the group, a yet to be selected laptop performer.
To my surprise and delight I had two assistants on hand, not
only the ensemble’s tutor Gary Ogelbury but the conductor of
the Hull Philharmonic Orchestra Andrew Penny, himself a
virtuoso wind player. Having two people to sit alongside the
players as they got to know a new score was invaluable, so
much so that we were after a little over an hour able to a
‘run’.
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Andrew Penny and the Albermarle Wind Quintet.

We started the session focusing on my technical theme for
this ensemble: composing with intervals. We played
ensemble scales in chromatic, whole-tone, diminished and
augmented forms. When preparing the workshop booklets I
made the stupid mistake of not presenting this study material
in either transposed form (for clarinet and horn) or (for the
bassoon) in the bass clef. I’ve addressed this omission in new
versions of the workshop booklets now available on the
project website. I felt this exercise was a useful one because
it allowed me to explain a little about how the music was
made: by playing around with particular interval
combinations as building blocks for the music.
Whereas the Albemarle Quintet are roughly Grade 5 to 6
standard and haven’t played together as a quintet for that
long, the Cranbrook Quartet are experienced Grade 8 players
currently working towards their first recital spot in a concert
next October. In short, they were very accomplished
musicians who felt like they were a quartet. They took hold
of the ideas surrounding the music and really gave the score a
go. The players had parts and a score to work from, the latter
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they realised quickly was a very efficient way of bringing the
music together quickly. I do always put extensive cues in my
performers’ parts, but working from the score is increasingly
becoming the norm amongst performers of contemporary
music.

Nigel Morgan and the Cranbrook Quartet.

I discussed with the quartet the idea that we might use laptop
presentation of landscape-oriented pages of the performing
score, with page turns controlled by a foot-pedal operated by
one of the group. This sort of device has been one of my
areas of research at Plymouth University’s ICCMR into what
I call ‘Active Notation’. The idea here is to use technology to
enable performer and composer to achieve a better and more
productive dialogue. In the 17th century when instrumental
music as a separate entity got under way there was an
understanding by composers that players only needed a rough
guide to realising a composition. Players were expected to
add all kinds of extra material on to the surface of a
composition – provide their own ornaments, change octaves,
expanded the harmony (using the shorthand of figured bass),
and put in suitable dynamics and articulation. These days
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composers put every detail into the score placing players in a
kind of straight-jacket where there is little personal freedom
to devise an original interpretation. In the last ten years or so
I’ve been creating ensemble scores where some of these
former opportunities are being given back to performers.
I have to say that the Cranbrook Quartet were really up for
working in this way – having some freedom to make changes
and additions to the score as they saw fit.
The new piece I’ve written for them is (at the moment) a
three-minute work called Into the Green Inverted Dawn. It’s
title and music comes from a poem called Deep Sea Diver by
Robert Francis. Like my recent Quintet for Piano and Winds
I’ve used a poem to generate the pitches the musicians play.
This is only really possible by using computer technology.
I’ve been working with algorithmic computer systems for
some 20 years now, devising my own software in
collaboration with a small team spread across Europe. The
computer looks at a specific text and processes it according
to its grammatic ordering and letter content. The result is
novel and results in dancing rhythms and bold moments of
unusual tonality.
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Into the Green Inverted Dawn.

It’s been so valuable to have had these seven workshops
(from May 25 to July 15) with all the musicians taking part in
Sounding the Deep. I’ve been able to experiment with many
compositional ideas and strategies, but more important has
been to meet so many of the performers who I’m going to
compose for. Now I better get back to producing the final
music!
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July 19, 2011

Workshop at the Myle Cross Centre,
Lincoln, 3 July
This was the third ‘meet the composer’ workshop held as an
introduction to my work on Sounding the Deep for Hull
Philharmonic Orchestra. The ensemble participating was the
Lincolnshire Youth Cello Ensemble, all of 34 cellos plus 2
staff. We met on a very warm Sunday morning in a large
rehearsal studio at Lincoln Music Services HQ.

It was a very well co-ordinated rehearsal with students
coming from all over the county and the majority of them
getting there in very good time, despite the traffic build up
for the Waddington Air Show! I drove down from Wakefield
passing field upon field of golden wheat and barley liberally
sprinkled with poppies. I even had time to make a short
detour to the Cathedral and brief breakfast in Lincoln’s
beautiful historic quarter to the accompaniment of the
cathedral’s Sunday morning bells.
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The Lincolnshire Youth Cello Ensemble is a well-established
group of students who come from every corner of the county.
The age range is roughly 9 to 17. They play usually as a fourpart ensemble. I thought it would good to extend that a little
and split into two choirs of four-parts with the addition of a
pair of double basses for each choir.
As with the previous workshops, I’d composed a number of
studies that introduced some of the musical elements
common to my music. For this workshop I’d chosen four
scales and their possible transformations, working with a
vocabulary of special timbres and effects common to the
cello, and to finish with a hymn-like piece by Thomas Tallis
(not just to illustrate my interest in Early Music but because I
have in mind to compose a chorale-like piece as part of the
suite of pieces I hope to compose for the Shoals sequence).

Scales from the Cello Workbook.

In part 1 of the workshop we focused on playing the scale of
G major but just on the G string itself. This concentrated the
mind splendidly and once the less experienced players had
sorted out a fingering we played this scale in many different
ways, often bouncing notes of the scale from one ‘choir’ to
another. This is a great effect and a good test for listening
accurately. It was then a short step (just one altered note in
fact) to introduce the mode of G Lydian, essentially a G
major scale with a raised 4th (C#). This mode is very
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common in contemporary music, particular jazz. I’d used it in
the first of two studies based on Descent and Ascent.
My G Lydian study focused on Descent, all kinds of scalic
falling figures, as well as introducing the ensemble to a
serious number of technical devices: from harmonics (natural
and artificial) to col legno, from sul ponticello tremolando to
‘ghost’ strokes. The latter we used to mime bowing to some
marine sound effects I’d brought along triggered from my
laptop.
After a short break, part two began with studying a third
scale – and one it seemed that nobody had ever played
before: the G octotonic. This scale is sometimes known as the
half-step whole-step scale (or whole-step / half-step – there
are two forms). Again it’s popular in jazz, but appears often
in folk music and in Classical scores it was introduced by the
likes of Rimsky-Korsokov and his student Stravinsky.
Playing such a scale on one string is a little more challenging,
but the ensemble managed it.

Study in Ascent.
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The octotonic is the basis of my second study called Ascent.
Whereas the study Descent is for two choirs with two parts
each, Ascent is written for two choirs of cellos with each
choir having four cello parts and one bass part. Ascent is also
a study in additive rhythm; that is playing mixtures of 2/4 3/8
and 5/8 with the 1/8 as a common denominator. As a
preliminary to playing this piece both choirs clapped the
rhythmic element – very well indeed. The score requires both
choirs to play percussively on the bout and top of their
instruments. One of the features of both these new studies is
that they are written in open form allowing performers to
reorganise the structure of the sections, even adding repeats if
they wish.
I feel the cello to be a particularly expressive instrument,
which, with its large range is an ideal instrument to bring
together as an ensemble of like instruments. This was
qualified at the end of the workshop by hearing the ensemble
play through my arrangement of a keyboard piece by Thomas
Tallis: O Ye Tender Babes from The Mulliner Book. I have
an idea in the back of my mind about composing a choralelike movement for this cello ensemble, a movement that has
an optional vocal line that might be sung by the Louth Junior
Choir. There’s a practical reason for this as both Lincolnshire
groups do come together in concert events within the county.
Unlike the ensembles from Hull and East Riding the
Lincolnshire these young musicians do have considerations
of travel distance to contend with. Parents now have to be
consulted about whether their children can be available for
forthcoming proposed rehearsal dates and concert. I’ll have
to wait and see what kind of response I get about availability
before going much further on a proposed score.
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Part II.
Composing Sounding the Deep

August 8, 2011

Signature Moments
There comes a point in every composition project where the
planning and the experiments have to stop and writing the
music has to start. Usually one starts at the beginning,
although there are well-documented examples of illustrious
composers who didn’t do this.
Last week in the highlands of Scotland I found myself
looking across the twelve miles of the Inner Sound to the
island of Rona and behind that Skye itself. It was here that I
started composing what is to become The Wonderer, the first
section of Sounding the Deep. Don’t imagine though I sat
looking at the view between bars. In fact I made a little space
for myself in a small bedroom whose view looked away from
the sea and onto a patch of garden with moorland behind.
But, it was extremely quiet, and to pursue the art of good
continuation, which is what I’m told composing is all about,
it was ideal.
I came to Scotland with a savagely pruned libretto – I took
out nearly 12 minutes of it the day before I travelled north. I
brought with me many pages of ideas, mainly in the form of
experimental chords and written descriptions of what I
intended to compose. I had already begun to consider a
definite strategy for composing this twenty-minute work for
bass voice and orchestra. The idea was based around
identifying and then creating ‘signature moments’ that would
define the essence of each of the five sections and ultimately
the complete piece.
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Early morning at Red Point – looking across to Skye .

For some years now I’ve been making keyboard realisations
of my orchestral and large ensemble scores. Before recording
technology completely changed ideas about what constitutes
a musical text composers and sometimes minions working
for their publishers created keyboard or small ensemble
versions of major symphonic works. This enabled listeners to
‘get their hands on the music’ and so, when they did get to
hear a live performance, they had a far deeper knowledge and
experience than I believe we can ever have from halflistening to music as we drive to Sainsbury’s or cook tea.
One would sit down with the latest Mahler Symphony
arranged for piano duet and with a partner or friend ’touch’
the music.
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The libretto for Sounding the Deep.

Usually I do a keyboard version ‘after’ composing and
scoring an orchestral work. But in composing Migrations, the
study for orchestra that is part of the Sounding the Deep
project, I first composed a kind of reference score for two
pianos. This I later orchestrated. Now I’m doing the same
with Sounding the Deep itself, but with a twist. Instead of
through-composing the work I’ve divided the score up into
about twenty ‘signature moments’. These are short piano
pieces designed to describe and capture the essence of the
projected work. As I write them I’ll release them on the web
so those musicians involved with the project can gently
‘sound the music out’. Then, as the entire series appears, the
plan is to create the bass voice and keyboard version as a
direct and intuitive response to these miniatures.
I believe for this piece there’s a distinct advantage in working
this way. Usually I write a voice and instrument work starting
from a sketch of the vocal part. This gives me the allimportant pacing of the piece from which an accompaniment
flows. In Sounding the Deep, although the vocal part is very
important, this is a commission for an orchestra with a
soloist. So I want the musical content to reflect my desire to
create a rich and enjoyable experience for each and every
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orchestral player. On the whole my musical scores carry no
passengers. A critic once described my work Metanoia as
‘relentlessly democratic’. It is, and I’m quietly proud of that.
I have a particular desire in this new work to compose a score
that does not have to feature those lovely extra instruments
that in a voluntary orchestra come in for the final rehearsal.
You know – the harp, the contra-bassoon, the extras double
basses, trombones and horns, exotic percussion. This score
will concentrate on those instruments present at every
rehearsal. This means being very direct with musical
statements, and my model here must be Shostakovich in his
wonderful late works for bass voice and orchestra, notably
his settings of Michelangelo.
My soloist the bass baritone James Gower plays the explorer
and naturalist William Beebe as he gives one of his
celebrated public lectures. During this particular lecture he
recreates for his audience his journey in a bathysphere ‘a half
mile down.’ He speaks and sings. He has a very poetic way
of speaking and writing, rhapsodizing over his vast
experience of the natural world. He’s so like David
Attenborough, a spokesperson for the wonders of nature. He
is also the founding father of modern day ecology, and if I’m
to believe what I read in the newspapers and on the web, the
concern for the state of our deep oceans is critical. This work
may be set in the 1930s but Beebe’s reflections and
experience remain vital and compelling.
So during a week in Scotland I’ve already created a good
many of these signature moments. These will make an
independent work for solo piano, a work that will be released
section by section on the web. As each section is completed I
then ‘set’ the text, not so much adding a vocal line to what
I’ve written for piano, but having the piano material ‘there’ to
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influence the chemistry of the vocal setting in as an intuitive
way as possible.
The six Signature Moments for solo piano making up the first
section of Sounding the Deep are collected under the title The
Wonderer. These miniatures join two existing sets of similar
pieces, Fifteen Images (Le Jardin Pluvieux) and The White
Light of Wonder. The latter is my Kinderszenen for the 21st
century based on images from the autobiography of G.K.
Chesterton. Fifteen Images is wholly different in being a
reflection on a garden in a Quaker meetinghouse in Cumbria.
Both pieces bring to themselves other satellite works – just as
these piano pieces from Sounding the Deep will do.
These Signature Moments are like musical web pages,
designed to be ‘browsed’, played around with, even
improvised upon. You won’t need a virtuoso technique to
sound them out, and most of them will work well as piano
duets – No.6 The Question of Descent is particularly suitable
and will lead to some intimate hand crossing like my
infamous and widely performed Seven Nuptial Blessings for
Piano Duet! These pieces were developed on a MIDI
scorewriter you can hear them on line, or even download
them as MP3s or indeed MIDIfiles.

Signature Moments.
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The six Signature Moments from The Wonderer are: The
Wonderer – a kind of blues; Coming to Consciousness – a
playful two-part fantasy on a six-note motif; Circling the
Planet, Daring the Jungles – two distinct musical
interpretations of the text combine together as a duet for right
and left hands; An Unearthly Experience – begins with
probably the signature moment of the whole piece, a two-bar
phrase in which descending chords combine with an
ascending bass figure. Returning not Venturing – introduces a
wholly new harmonic progression flowing through a
rhapsodic 5/8 metre; A Question of Descent –an elaborate
chorale-like piece exploring some of the rich computergenerated harmony developed for Sounding the Deep. It’s
probably best played as a piano duet!
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August 17, 2011

Signature Moments II
I’m now into my third week of working almost full-time on
the score for Sounding the Deep. The second set of Signature
Moments for the second movement is now complete and will
be published on-line from tomorrow. I’ve never before
attempted publishing a work almost as soon as it has been
written! It has its scary moments, not least in making sure the
music is properly edited before the score goes out on the
web.
Editing is an established part of a writer’s world. Look at an
author’s introduction to any novel and there will be gratitude
expressed to the editor who has supported the author through
the trials and tribulations of turning a typescript into a printed
book. One of the issues surrounding music publishing on the
web is that few composers are able to engage editors, partly
because of cost, partly because of availability – there are very
few of them about! I’m incredibly fortunate to have a regular
editor in the composer Patrick Brandon, someone who has
known my music almost since I began composing in my
teens. He not only points out mistakes but also offers a
critical commentary.
My scores go through quite an exacting process of correction
and editing. This is partly because harmonic ambiguity plays
a vital part in my musical language. Since the demise of
tonality in the late 19th century composers have found it
increasingly difficult to decide just how to ‘spell’ their music.
Take away a key signature and the musical spelling can go
either way, sharp or flat. My music has very strong tonal
implications so I am very careful to find a way of spelling
accidentals in melodies and chords so it makes sense to the
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performer. For singers and string players a sensible spelling
can really help find a good scheme of intonation.

One of Stravinsky's sketches for The Rite of Spring.

Just a little while ago I saw Jan Kounen’s film Coco and
Igor. There was an engaging scene where Stravinsky’s wife
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is sitting up in bed ‘correcting’ her husband’s sketches for
The Rite of Spring. She suggests that he has no patience for
doing this job! Later in his life Stravinsky became very adept
at this sort of correction. He didn’t however reach the heights
of accuracy that his contemporary Bela Bartok achieved
whose publisher reckoned the Hungarian composer never
slipped up with so much as a mis-spelt accidental.
The second movement of Sounding the Deep is entitled
Kingdom of the Helmet. In it William Beebe describes his
discovery and initiation into this kingdom. It was clearly a
revelation, but one he did anticipate engaging with as far
back as 1906 in his first best selling book The Log of the Sun.
The time is not far distant when the bottom of the sea
will be the only place where primeval wilderness will
not have been defiled or destroyed by man. He may sail
his ships above, peer downward, even dare to descend a
few feet in a suit of rubber or a marine boat, or he may
scratch a tiny furrow for a few yards with a dredge: but
that is all.
Beebe didn’t go diving himself until he took delivery of a
salvager’s diving helmet and pump in 1925. His first dive
was during his Arcturus expedition to the Islas Galápagos. It
seems amazing to us now that until Beebe’s first dives in the
Pacific no scientist had described the experience and there
were no photographs to ‘bring the wonders of the coral reef
to life’. He really was, according to his biographer Carol
Grant Gould, ‘ the first to study the rich life of the coral reefs
up close with knowledge, curiosity and a well-stocked lab
and staff behind him.’
The movement The Kingdom of the Helmet contains, like the
first movement, six ‘signature moments’. The first moment is
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a little ragtime two-step that imagines Beebe telling his
audience his Diving Instructions: ‘Just a bathing suit, rubber
soled- shoes, a glass fronted helmet, a hand pump and hose’.
He continues ‘there’s no practice required for this phase of
life . . . and down you go into two, four, six fathoms (a
fathom is 1.8 metres), swallowing as you descend to offset
the pressure’. In the second, Beebe speaks about the amazing
things you can do Submerged underwater, ‘I can lift a
companion with the crook of my finger,’ he says. Then in
Welcome the explorer fantasises about the activities you
might get up to once submerged: painting, shooting and
gardening. In the next two signature moments Beebe
describes his zoological research visits Off Hawaii and to the
Islas Galápagos making reference in the latter to the
extraordinary colour changes the ‘venomous octopus’ can
make. Finally he enthuses about the ‘increase of life, the
brilliancy of colour and the joy of it all’. He reckons we are
Natives not Strangers as we visit this ocean domain.

Beebe, returning from the 'Kingdom of the Helmet'.
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Whereas the first movement had a predominantly downward
trajectory, the second is full of upward figures, melodic and
harmonic. Each moment has somewhere embedded within it
a quotation from my signature song setting of the poem Deep
Sea Diver by Robert Francis. For those who like to play
musical analysis I’ll collect together all the quotes in a later
post and point them to the associated signature.
I’ve been thinking as I compose this music that it might be
interesting to turn some of these signature moments into fourpart instrumental pieces that could be played by brass,
strings, or wind ensembles. I’ve mentioned this to my editor
as a possible project he might like to help me with. My editor
is a superlative arranger and I think these pieces would be a
challenge! Watch this space.
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September 1, 2011

A Bathysphere in Perpetual Night
I’m back from Wales with the Birth of the Bathysphere under
my belt (or rather on my computer). This movement contains
four ‘signature moments’ ending with what I look forward to
being a particular highpoint of Sounding the Deep. It is the
title ‘moment’ of the movement and is a lively march that
tips its hat at a rousing composition for band by John Philip
Sousa called Hands across the Sea. I choose this march as a
model for no other reason than its nautical title and the fact
that it was written in the 1920s. In this ‘moment’ I can only
fit in the A section, but with the finished song there will be B
and C sections added. The march begins as Beebe announces
that after studying Nature’s Divers (moment 15) and
searching for a solution to the shape of a craft to make a deep
dive ‘THEN’, he says, ‘I found (and introducing to you) Mr
Otis Barton’. I subsequently imagine him strutting across the
stage telling his audience in song:
He shared my dream
And designed a sphere
Large enough, strong enough
To keep men alive
To descend to the depths
Makes a safe return
In the cabin of a bathysphere.
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Try singing these words to the left hand of the piano part
above! This is the chorus coming between passages of
description of what the bathysphere is made of and how it
was built. Finally, we get to hear of the logistics of the dive
itself.
A tug and a barge and twenty-six crew
A prayer for fine weather
And the hope of seeing below a brand new world
Following this is a very short orchestral interlude. There are
three of these interludes in all. They last no more than a
minute or so and each consists of long sustained melody
played in turn by each register group of the orchestra. Here at
this interlude we are with the high-register instruments –
piccolo, flutes, oboes, trumpets, violins, bongos / congas, and
acting as the continuo instrument for the group a solo double
bass. I’m composing long melodies for these interludes
because such things don’t occur anywhere else in the score
and I want to create here a seamless continuum of orchestral
sound that gradually changes timbre as these different
instruments (apart from the double bass) combine together at
the unison, occasionally at the octave. It may well require
some most careful preparation and rehearsal.
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Now it is time to describe Descent into Perpetual Night, the
longest continuous sequence of music in the whole work. I
mentioned last week just some of the research and
experiments I and my colleague Phil Legard had been
undertaking. Over the holiday weekend I was determined to
grasp the nettle of this movement and see what I could
fashion. It took two long and careful days of experiment
before I hit upon an idea I could develop that was more than
just a slow descent incorporating the Shepard-Risset illusion.
My plan was to devise three signature moments designed to
play as a continuous whole. After much trial and error and
many pages of computer coding I came up with what I’m
calling ‘arpeggio cross-over’. Imagine you begin with two 4note arpeggios in 1/8ths, an upward one in the treble register
played by the right hand, a downward one in the bass register
played by the left hand. They are out-of-sync by a single _
beat. Over a series of seven repetitions each arpeggio moves
towards its lower or upper partner. So the upward arpeggio in
the treble moves downwards toward the pitches of the lower
arpeggio. The downward arpeggio in the bass moves upwards
towards the pitches of the higher arpeggios. The effect of this
on the ear is intriguing because the listener appears to be
perplexed as to what is happening. We have two harmonic
sequences in contrary motion producing an illusory third that
gives the impression of both falling and rising. It is as though
the bathysphere is falling and the lower depths and their
strange never-seen-before-fish life is coming upwards to
meet the craft.
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In the Door Closes on the Upper World the arpeggiated
music gradually acquires more movement and complexity as
the registers cross over. Next The Pallid Sailfin follows and
Beebe’s description of a fish unknown to science (named
Bathyembryx istiophasma) swimming deep in the abyss with
ghostly sails is captured in a more precipitous harmonic
movement. This gradually adopts rhythmic features akin to
the flashes of phosphorescence exploding in the pitch dark of
the 2000 feet down. As the half mile down approaches, and
the limit of the tethering cable, Beebe describes how the
bathysphere began Rolling and Pitching, ‘the worst fright of
the dive’ he records. As the cable reaches its end calm is
restored and Beebe and Barton look out on a quality of
darkness never before experienced and where as Beebe says:
All future nights in the upper world will be
forever twilight
I shall never again use the word ‘black’ with
any conviction.
And so we reach the fifth and final movement called Half
Mile Down. Here Beebe sings a final rhapsodic song to the
sole accompaniment of his on-stage pianist. This mirrors the
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opening blues of The Wonderer. Beebe is still wondering, but
this time he muses on this ocean-deep world of mysteries that
‘leaves the mind in a maze of wonder’. And as for
comparisons he says, there can only be ‘eternal naked space’
itself. Here the music relents from its slow downward
trajectory. The bathysphere is at rest for a while before being
winched to the surface.
Beyond atmosphere
And between the stars
Where sunlight has no grip
The shiny heavenly world
Is surely akin to life in the open ocean
A half Mile Down.
The direction of the music moves gradually upwards (like the
bathysphere) in waves of arpeggios, the harmonic rhythm
more and more pronounced until it transforms into a tiny
motif of four notes heard many times in the preceding music
of twenty moments.
During the composition of this music over the past four
weeks, begun on the west coast of Scotland, continued on the
Lyn peninsula, then finished in my studio in Wakefield, I’ve
shared these defining ‘moments’ as they were composed with
friends and partners. My co-librettist and assistant has
declined so far to comment, but the general opinion seems to
be that this is not what my musical companions expected!
When one thinks about music to illustrate the ocean depths
it’s hard not to have in mind those luminous scores by
George Fenton, a composer who only last week was featured
in the latest three-part series about the behaviour of whales.
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Fenton’s most celebrated TV and film music has been for
The Blue Planet series. It was actually orchestrated by
Geoffrey Alexander. Like Hollywood legend James Newton
Howard, Fenton uses orchestration specialists to deal with the
very large amount of music required for such a project as The
Blue Planet – 8 hours in this case. No one has yet devised a
piece of reliable software that will orchestrate a piano score!
Orchestration is very hard work. Listen to Fenton talk about
his work on the Blue Planet in a fascinating two-part
interview.

So will Sounding the Deep disappoint those expecting a film
music kind of experience? Yes, this might be so, but I hope it
will more than make up for any disappointment by being
unexpectedly different, intriguing and able to stand on its
own without the fantastic images introduced to us in films
like The Blue Planet. Beebe’s world was so very different.
He had no special underwater cameras or hydrophones. He
employed the word as his medium of description. This he
relayed to his assistant Gloria via a telephone cable on a
barge on the surface. He employed the artist Else Bostelmann
to turn his descriptions into vivid paintings.
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Else Bostelmann's Rendition of Beebe's sole sighting of the
"Bathysphere fish".

My musical score exploits that gap between actuality and the
imagination. Now the miniature ‘moments’ are complete I
reckon the score contains richly diverse musical elements
that will combine together to reach out to performers and
audience alike. Although the performance of Beebe as
narrator / lecturer will I think prove riveting, the music
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contains a wealth of detail, references, and like the ocean
depths themselves new musical structures particularly in the
use and play of chords employed to give a sense of a
different world of experience.
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September 8, 2011

Singing and Orchestrating
With the release yesterday of Half Mile Down the final
‘moment’ of my 20 ‘Signature Moments’ is now in place.
This is a very reflective ‘moment’ in the score that manages
to bring together ascent and descent in a single musical
statement. After all Beebe in his reflections about diving to
3,000_ compares his dive to the similar challenge of ‘naked
space itself’ and says he feels ‘the shining heavenly world is
surely akin to life in the open ocean a half mile down’.
I’m now creating the vocal part for the bass voice of James
Gower. It’s an interesting process, unlike any word setting
I’ve done previously. In the first instance I’m setting the
words without referencing the existing music found in the 20
moments. I want to get the truest rendition I can, in terms of
rhythm and melodic contour, to the text as it is. As the vocal
line hits the page I then start playing with how it might come
together with material in the appropriate moment. If we take
the very beginning, The Wonderer, there are two very
different ways I have thought of approaching setting the text.
One is to treat the words as a kind of recitative, the other is to
set the text in the context of a blues. I have both versions
currently on my drawing board.

James Gower.
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Although the vocal part is being written first with a piano
accompaniment that doesn’t mean to say I’m ignoring the
orchestral part. In fact, before I began working on the vocal
part I spent some serious time imagining and planning some
of the orchestration. This is really necessary because the
orchestration is to be governed by register using an orchestral
layout similar to that found in my orchestral score
Migrations. This divides the orchestra up into High, Middle
and Bass registers and brings instruments together in unusual
groupings.
High Register is piccolo, flute, 2 oboes, Clarinet in
Eb, 2 trumpets and at least 8 desks of 1st violins.
Mid Register is alto flute, clarinet in A, Cor Anglais,
4 Horns with 6 desks of 2nd violins and 4 desks of
violas.
Bass Register is bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 2
trombones, tuba/bass trombone, timpani and
percussion (1) with 10 cellos and 4 double basses.
Each register group is linked to members of the continuo
ensemble of electric piano and sampler, solo amplified
double bass, 2 percussionists (tuned and untuned).
On my wall chart showing the libretto I now have a coloured
coded guide as to how these register groups might be
deployed. Sometimes each group will play on its own, other
times in duos, occasionally in trios. My main concern at the
moment is how the string sections attached to each register
group are presented. Tempting as it is to divide a large string
group up into many parts, I think keeping the players within
each register group to a single part and focusing on, for
example, that all important sound of 18 violins playing ‘as
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one’ has to be the way here. I imagine the string parts as
always present and being variously coloured and textured in
different ways with addition of wind, brass and percussion.
What I want to avoid is what is sometimes called ‘the choir’
technique, as in a string choir with a 4-part harmonic texture
being split SATB as in Violin 1, Violin 2, Viola, Cello/Bass.
What makes an alternative approach possible is the continuo
group, 4 instruments that play continuously throughout the
work and focus on supplying what I often call the resonant
harmony of the music at any given point. So when 4 horns
are playing together they are playing melodic lines not
chordal backdrops or accompaniments.

The composer's desk.

I wrote last week about my wish to avoid the orchestral wash
and sustained pedal tones found in film and TV music. My
approach to orchestration and the role of a large number of
instruments playing ‘as one’ should sidestep any temptation
to make the musical score fall into music-to-picture clichés.
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As I approach the vocal part each morning I have an everpresent sonic image of a bass voice and orchestra that comes
from listening to and studying the score of Dmitri
Shotakovich’s Suite on verses by Michelangelo Buonarroti
op. 145a (1974). I first heard this at the Proms about 10 years
ago and have simply never forgotten it. It is a valedictory
piece by the composer who arranges ten poems about the
highs and lows of being a creative artist. What interests me
about this piece is comparing the recital version for voice and
piano with the full-blooded orchestral suite. There’s no kind
of musical fiddling about, everything is pared down to the
minimum and the division between the vocal delivery of the
text and orchestral commentary wonderfully conceived. The
vocal line is never obscured in any way. Here is one of the
ten verses of the piece in both orchestral and piano versions:
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But Sounding the Deep is a such a world away from
Shostakovich. The libretto imagines Beebe giving a public
lecture and tries to keep the kind of continuum going that is
the essence of a good lecture. There is I think in the libretto a
very entertaining mix of information, rhapsodic reflection
and poetic description, fanciful imagining and bright good
humour. It is, really, a stage work that takes happens to take
place on the concert platform. The only props being a lectern,
a slide projector show (- no Powerpoint in those days!), a
grand piano, and Beebe’s diving helmet and pump! But as
with the Shostakovich score I would like it to have a life as a
recital work as well as a concert work with orchestra.
Although I’m keen to use the orchestration by register
approach thoughout Sounding the Deep I am considering that
at least 3 short sections that will use a kind of ‘band’ formed
from within the orchestra. Beebe’s Diving Instructions I want
to set for the continuo group (as rhythm section) with a dance
band ensemble – solo sax, clarinet, violin, trumpet, trombone.
The Welcome to the Kingdom of the Helmet has a distinct
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Latin American flavour to it and favours the continuo group
with flute, a couple of trumpets and some extra percussion.
But in the Sousa-styled march The Birth of the Bathysphere
I’m keen to get close to an authentic ‘Sousa’ orchestration of
piccolo, clarinet in Eb. Sax, horns, trumpets, trombone, tuba
and percussion. In all these sections I’m hoping that the wind
and brass players (who I am – at the moment – imagining
sitting in front of the strings) will leave their seats and
assemble around the continuo group at the front of the stage,
playing their parts for these sections without music. If that’s
not possible, I hope the players might stand to play at these
‘moments’.

Next week the first four-part arrangements of the Signature
Moments will begin to appear on the website. These are being
made by composer Patrick Brandon. He’s beginning with The
Wonderer arranged for a four-part variable ensemble but (for
this ‘moment’ only) has supplied with example scorings for a
number of different ensembles: strings, brass, woodwind,
saxophones. These examples should give an idea of what can
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be done and demonstrate how the all important transpositions
work. Then, if you have the scorewriter Sibelius, you will be
able to load up the basic four-part unassigned arrangement
and make your own versions as necessary. These
arrangements and example scores will be announced as they
appear on the Sounding the Deep Facebook pages.
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September 15, 2011

The Vocal Score
This morning I completed the second movement of the vocal
score and as I write this my assistant Phil is doing the all
important checking and editing of the 180 or so bars of the
second movement: The Kingdom of the Helmet.Unlike the
first movement, completed earlier this week, this has some
extended material that isn’t present in the Signature
Moments. In the 9th Signature Moment there’s a two bar
opening passage that suggests the accompaniment for a
Latin-flavoured samba. This is in fact a coda to a rhapsodic
song in which Beebe makes reference to his rather visionary
introduction to his book A Half Mile Down.
BEFORE many years, along the temperate and
tropical, seaboards of the world, conversations will be
heard which to many people today would seem
fantastic or at least prophetic of a century hence.
Hosts and hostesses will be summoning their house
parties to row with them off shore, to put on helmets,
dive and inspect at leisure the new coral plantings and
beds which a seascape gardener has lately arranged.
And later in the year his purple and lavender sea
anemones will take first and second prizes in the local
sea-flower show. Mothers will be begged by their
boys to let them go again and play pirates in the hold
of the old wreck just inside the reef and three fathoms
down. Submerged artists will wax wroth with an
over-clouded sky because the half-finished painting
of the canyon, four and twenty feet below the surface,
must have full sunlight to show its miraculous
coloring.
In our libretto for Sounding the Deep we found a much
condensed but similar passage later in the book:
If you wish to paint, weight your easel with lead,
And brush away the inchlings.
If you incline to sport, shoot the fish you wish
With barbed arrows of brass.
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You might plant a sunken garden in the grotto
of a reef
With waving purple plumes.
So with two movements complete, with 12 of the signature
moments between them, I now have a very good idea of the
pacing of what I’m gradually thinking is a really a piece of
music theatre. I also believe the vocal score does emphasize
how this work is for orchestra with bass soloist; the music for
the orchestral part seems really substantial and is a world
away from any those references I made last week to
Shostakovich’s settings of Michelangelo – definitely a work
for bass voice and orchestra. Our libretto does, now it’s been
partially set to music, contain an easy mix of recollection,
information and rhapsodizing about the wonder of things
under the ocean surface.
Having trimmed the libretto down to about half its original
length I did find at one point this week I actually needed
more words to produce a right balance. Fortunately, I still
had some of the excised text I needed just visible beneath a
heavy felt-tip crayon scrub out. There has also been a few
minor changes of word order and use of repetition for
emphasis. So,
Circling the planet
From west to east
I only gained a day
Becomes
Circling the planet
Circling the planet
From west to east
Circling the planet
From west to east
I only gained a day
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Click above to browse the complete vocal score for movement I!

There was a time when I vigorously refused to use emphasis
of this kind in any of my vocal works. I even denied myself
the use of melisma. If you take a look at one of my later song
cycles like The Man with the Golden Key I’ve set Margaret
Morgan’s snappy and delightful verse very much as it comes
off the page. However, there was definitely a point of change
in this approach when I started setting my own poetry in
2009, particularly for choral voices. Under Attemire Scar for
chamber choir is a prime example of how I’ve played with
word repetitions not just to get emphasis, but also to build
texture.
I do hope the vocal score of Sounding the Deep will be able
to stand on its own as a recital piece. With a set of slides of
Beebe and the Bathysphere it could make a really novel,
entertaining and substantial recital item. It is also about the
right length, between 20 – 25 minutes. I have found, to my
cost, that anything over this length does put singers off. My
Stone and Flower, commissioned for the Barbara Hepworth
Centenary (setting poems by Kathleen Raine) is certainly too
long (about 40 minutes) for most singers to entertain
including it in a recital. I’ve sadly had to make do with only
certain songs from the cycle (and it is a ‘true’ cycle in the
Beethoven tradition) being performed.
Juggling the vocal line around and between chordal passages
has worked pretty well. Though in one part of the second
movement – the ‘moment’ about the venomous octopus in
the Islas Galápogos – I’ve intentionally placed all the key
words against chordal attacks.
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Blue Ringed Octopus, by Angell Williams (CC BY 2.0 Licence).

I’ve never written purposefully for the bass baritone voice
before so I’ve been grappling a little with just how low to go,
how high to dare! Sounding the Deep’s soloist James Gower
said in a recent e-mail ‘I’m a bassy bass-baritone so I can
sing bottom Cs at a push and have been heard to sing a top
F#, but only in passing! Anything within those extremes is
very do-able.’ Well, James, I’ve gone (so far) as low as a D#
and as high as a middle C. Where possible I’ve tried to keep
low passages together in a phrase. Jumping suddenly to low
notes doesn’t happen in this score. The music (like in my
song Deep Sea Diver) descends and ascends evenly. In the
same letter, James reminded me that a singer needs ‘a few
climactic higher notes’. I have to admit to being a little wary
here. That said, in the first really substantial rhapsodic ‘song’
of the piece (Natives not Strangers) I have tended towards
the higher baritone range, if only to emphasize the rhapsodic
quality I feel is present in the words and echoed in the music.
What comes next is in the score is a kind of optional insert –
after the second movement Beebe speaks to his audience –
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something like this:
Ladies and Gentlemen, now is the point in my lecture where I
need to make some introductions. My pianist, Mr. Matthew
Robinson (applause) . . . and conducting this magic orchestra,
Mr Andrew Penny (more applause) . . . some years ago a poet
called Robert Francis, inspired by my exploits in the
Kingdom of the Helmet, sent me a short poem titled Deep
Sea Diver. I think this captures wonderfully what I know as a
diver to be true . . . here it is set to music by the English
composer Nigel Morgan.
Now we’ll hear Beebe sing the descent sequence from Deep
Sea Diver for voice and piano. This is just a couple of
minutes long and segues neatly into the opening of the third
movement The Birth of the Bathysphere. Here, Beebe is
helmet diving off the coast of Haiti when, sixty feet down, he
realises that he is looking into a world ‘as unknown as Venus
or Mars.’
I hear that the Hull Philharmonic Orchestra have started
rehearsals for their 2011-12 season preparing to play in a
festival of music by Sir Malcolm Arnold on the occasion of
the 90th anniversary of the composer’s birth in October.
Conductor Andrew Penny has already made some highly
acclaimed recordings of Arnold’s Symphonies for the Naxos
label, so I imagine the HPO and Arnold’s 7th Symphony are
in safe hands with this venture. The orchestra are joined by
the East Riding Youth Orchestra, several of whose members
I have been working with on the Shoals project, in a
performance of Arnold’s 8th Symphony.
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Next week also sees the wonderful Beverley Chamber Music
Festival, again featuring the East Riding Youth Orchestra
accompanying the Cropper, Welsh, Roscoe Trio in
Beethoven’s Triple Concerto. The Chamber Music Festival
is, along with Beverley’s Early Music Festival, one of the
highlights of the cultural year in the East Riding. I went for
most of the festival in 2008 and as a result composed my
Four Commentaries for piano and cello after hearing Martin
Roscoe and Moray Welsh play the complete Beethoven Cello
Sonatas. I’ve just been planning a new work for cello and
piano for the Irish cellist Miriam Roycroft. This work will
receive its premiere in England and Ireland in May next year
and be both a work for solo cello, and cello and piano. It aims
to be a companion piece to Benjamin Britten’s Op 69 Cello
Sonata in anticipation of the composer’s centenary year in
2013.
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September 21, 2011

An End in Sight
When I’m nearing the end of composing a piece I veer
between two states of mind. One is ‘I can’t wait to finish this
so I can get on with other (and usually pressing) projects’; the
other is ‘I wish I could write another piece immediately that
gives me an opportunity to improve on what I’ve just done’.
This is particularly the case with chamber music where
completing something like a piano trio or string quartet. You
get so ‘into’ the medium; your ear becomes attuned and you
‘think’ all the time with that sound in your head and the
techniques at your fingertips. I know Mozart and his
contemporaries wrote sets of quartets to interest publishers,
but the precedent is there. How good to be able to write a
whole set of pieces!

I have done this with my set of Six Concertos for selfdirected orchestra. I was not prepared to compose just one
piece but determined to compose a set. And I did. If you want
to discover a more radical side to my orchestral composition
Six Concertos will repay some attention. Like Sounding the
Deep this work has many satellites and versions at different
scales. I suppose it was with these six works that my interest,
indeed commitment, to this approach to composition really
took hold.
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With the completion of the fourth movement ‘Descent into
Perpetual Night’ the vocal score of Sounding the Deep is
nearly complete. The fifth movement pairs with the first
section (moment) of the first – The Wonderer. At the opening
we hear Beebe and his pianist perform a blues about how
man came to ‘wonder’. As a finale in Half Mile Down we
return to Beebe with his accompanist to hear them reflect
about the mysteries that remain in the deep oceans and how
these mysteries compare with those in outer space. This is
more of a coda than a movement.
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I have to admit a certain trepidation as I approached the
fourth movement. Unlike the preceding movements this
focuses on a single event – Beebe’s record-breaking dive in
the bathysphere. Although I’d composed three Signature
Moments to describe the action of this movement, I began by
going back to the original harmonic abstracts and also
looking very critically at the libretto. I realised there was
something not quite right in my realisation of the computergenerated arpeggios that dominate this movement. I was
fortunate in realising very quickly what it was. If I was going
to blend the voice into this texture I had to provide more
pitch space between the upward and downward arpeggios. So
in the piano score I moved the right hand arpeggios up and
octave and the left hand arpeggios down an octave. Instantly,
I had what I needed – space and a wonderfully different
sound. From this progress was quick, and I could see much of
the original ‘moment’ music working well.
The libretto was a different matter. I’d intended to have three
voices present in this movement. Beebe’s of course, but also
the voice of Otis Barton (who designed the bathysphere and
accompanied Beebe on his descent) and Beebe’s secretary /
assistant Gloria Hollister who sat up on the deck of the Ready
at the end of the telephone cable to the bathysphere
transcribing Beebe’s every word of description. The result of
this three-voice libretto was a lot of text! Whereas Barton and
Hollister’s words were taken from Hollister’s own transcript,
what Beebe sings is largely his own reflections on the dive
written for his book; they are most rhapsodic and not simple
reportage. The music created for this movement is, as has
been described previously in an earlier blog, an attempt to get
something close to the Sheperd / Risset effect; it is in essence
a very simple 2-part texture – 2 sets of arpeggiated chords
going in opposite directions – one descends and the other
ascends, and in effect canceling one another out.
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Gloria Hollister transcribes Beebe's observations.

I realised I had to enrich this 2-part texture a little with a third
part. Now I had more unencumbered pitch ‘space’ I started
thinking about filling it with long rhapsodic phrases played
by strings or woodwinds alongside a wordless vocalise from
the bass soloist. My first few drafts of this idea proved very
promising – so that’s how the movement begins. There’s
enough time in this vocalise section for the two additional
voices to speak their text or (and I’m beginning to favour
this) simply have the text appear as on an old-fashioned
teleprinter letter by letter on a screen (alongside the all
important depth readings which preface each line of Gloria
Hollister’s transcript).
Once I’d got these new aspects in place I had to trim down
the text even further. But what’s been left is succinct and
says just enough. Even with such editing the bass voice has a
lot to sing and unlike the rest of the work – driven very much
by the orchestral music – the vocal part here dominates and
leads the musical action.
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The water spider - one of Beebe's 'divers in nature'.
I should say a little something about Movement Three,
finished last Friday and composed over a very intensive two
days. The Birth of the Bathysphere segues the performance of
Deep Sea Diver by Beebe and his accompanist. It has four
sections based on the signature moments No Man’s Zone, An
Evening with Teddy (Roosevelt, that is), Nature’s Divers and
The Birth of the Bathysphere. The final ‘moment’ is a lively
march very much based on the style of a Sousa march of the
1930s. This is in many respects the high-point of the piece,
the summit of the ascent in the music before the fourth
movement’s ‘The Decent into Perpetual Night’. Those who
have already played the ‘moment’ version of this march will
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find there’s a whole new section to enable Beebe’s
description of the building of the bathysphere to be included.
I’m really pleased to be able to announce that along with this
blog my imprint Tonality Systems is able to publish the first
four of the four-part arrangements of Signature Moments
made by composer Patrick Brandon. Pat has kindly included
Sibelius files of each ‘moment’ to enable musicians to make
their own arrangements for whatever ensemble they can
bring together. You can find the publication in the
Educational resources section of the project website, or
preview it by clicking the viewer below.

Earlier this month I penned a letter to the musicians of the
Hull Philharmonic Orchestra that I hope will tonight find its
way to them all at their weekly rehearsal. It’s really a letter
to flag up the website, Facebook and Twitter media content
that is being used communicate all the different aspects of
Sounding the Deep – but most particularly its education work
and the contact the project is beginning to make with
oceanographers and ecologists across the globe. It would also
be great to hear from members of the orchestra, and to find
out what they think about the project and its music so far. So,
if you’ve got as far as reading this don’t be shy! Get in touch,
let us know what you think, and what you might contribute.
Now Pat’s arrangements of the Signature Moments are
becoming available, do try them out with your friends,
students and colleagues and let us know how you get on.
Next week will see the publication on-line of the complete
vocal score of Sounding the Deep. There will be a link from
the Sounding the Deep website to my own web archive where
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the vocal score can be downloaded. But be warned – it’s
going to be a large score – about 75 pages in all – but as it’s
presented in a landscape format you can easily peruse on-line
without having to print it out. Those with a tablet computer
like the i-Pad can put the screen on a their piano’s music rest
and play it ‘as is.’ Until then, here’s a preview of the second
movement:
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September 28, 2011

Sound and Colour
When a composer says cheerfully ‘I’ve finished this score’
you can be pretty sure that’s not the end of the story. Writing
the last note is one thing, but there’s often days of carefully
checking and editing that’s required before a score is fit for
purpose. As far as the Recital Version and Vocal Score of
Sounding the Deep is concerned, it’s already into its third
edit. One of the major problems composers continue to have,
despite some very sophisticated notation software, is with
musical spelling – is it to be an A sharp or a B flat? Since
composers like Rimsky-Korsakov and Stravinsky started
using the octatonic scale there’s an acknowledged difficulty
in dealing with harmonic ambiguity. When twelve-tone
music appeared in the scores of the 2nd Viennese School
(Schoenberg, Webern, Berg) the difficulty became even more
intense. Composers are not usually theorists. They write
music for musicians to play rather than for academics to read.
Musicians receive their formative musical education
engaging with the tonal key system and (in my experience as
a university lecturer) even the use of modes isn’t recognised
or understood until serious academic music studies begin.
Playing atonal scores, music that does not address common
tonal scale / key structures , is still not common-place. When
it does occur composers (and their editors) often attempt to
‘spell’ musical phrases as though they belonged to particular
keys (even when they don’t).
These days many composers are conscious of areas of
tonality present in their scores. The idea of rootless, atonal
tonality is relatively rare, although there are extremists about
such as Richard Barrett, Rebecca Saunders or Helmut
Lachenmann. Where vocal works are concerned, as in
Sounding the Deep, most singers prefer to read phrases that
make some kind of tonal sense. And this is what I try to do.
This means it’s quite usual for a vocal line to be in what
looks like a different key from the accompaniment. I like the
ambiguity of scales such as the whole tone and the octatonic.
There’s a really clear example of the former in song Nature’s
Divers in Movement 3, which you can see below. If you’ve
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ever tried to write or play a whole tone scale you’ll know that
at some part of the scale you’ve got to decide whether to go
into sharps or flats!

In Sounding the Deep some of the score is the result of
algorithmic creation of ‘new’ harmony. I was very anxious at
the outset for the harmony of the piece not to sound like a
film score such as Alan Silvestri’s music for James
Cameron’s The Abyss. I was searching for something quite
different, but that still had a feeling of ‘the unknown’. It took
quite of lot of experimentation before I had something I
could work with – rather like a visual artist trying to find the
right colours and forms.
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In the past few years I’ve been studying textiles and their
properties. Since I was a child I’ve wanted to do things with
yarn and thread, to sew, embroider but most of all to weave.
In 2008 I found a teacher in Cumbria who helped me begin
and six months later I enrolled on a course in woven textile
design and had acquired my own loom. Colour and the
texture suddenly became physical entities rather than abstract
qualities vaguely associated with sound. Many composers,
notably Scriabin and Messiaen, associated tonalities with
particular colours that were set off in their imaginations by
musical sounds.
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I had never experienced synaesthesia, and it wasn’t until I
studied Messiaen’s opera Saint Francis d’Assise that the play
of so-called music colour made any sense. I do, however,
respond to colour in constructed textiles and I’m convinced
that this has now had an impact on my musical composition,
not least the score of Sounding the Deep. Composing the
Signature Moments made me very aware of the play of
different musical textures as the piece progressed. In some
way these moments have similar properties to the samples a
weaver makes as s/he works towards a final design for a
piece of cloth. Textiles artists continually ‘sample’. The word
has quite a different meaning from that found in electronic
music – digitally recording a ‘found’ sound from the real
world. In textiles ‘sampling’ is the process of
experimentation, making piece after physical piece until there
is a rightness about its quality. Sampling is an umbrella word
for so many different elements of a textile creatin: colour,
form, complexity, association, reference, physical texture,
weight. Many textile artists begin work from natural sources
– my first project at college was titled Organic. I chose the
fern as my source from which to ‘sample’.
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The loom at Nigel Morgan's studio.

Each Signature Moment was ‘made’ by ‘sampling’ the
musical text of my song Deep Sea Diver. I selected a chord
(or chord sequence), a phrase, or a rhythm as a starting point
from which I could generate more and different ideas and
directions. There are of course moments that have their basis
in the musical styles of the 1930s, but even these have some
connection with the music of Deep Sea Diver. So in many
ways the music to Sounding the Deep could be said to be a
little like a musical ‘art quilt’. It has an overall form
containing twenty different musical objects, each with its
own and different form and musical design and colour, but
they are stitched together with the thread of the vocal part to
make a continuous whole. Although the predominant
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background colour is blue, this blueness has so many shades
and intensities. Beebe, as the scientist he was, was always
meticulous in his descriptions of colour and the texture of
things he saw and experienced. This is notable in his vivid
descriptions of the coral world. Until I visited The Deep
Submarium I had never seen ‘live’ coral . . . and to think
once we had such submarine gardens throughout the coasts of
Great Britain. There is a celebrated passage in Philip Gosse’s
book Father and Son that describes the wonder of what he
called the Submarine Gardens of Eden.

Live coral at The Deep.
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So over the last weekend, with the vocal score of Sounding
the Deep gradually nearing its editing completion, I spent a
little time on my loom for the first time in seven weeks. I
have a warp prepared for a rug that’s been waiting patiently
for me to weave. The rug (for my son Peter’s student
bedroom) is to be made of best quality carpet wool and will
be in two shades of sap green. Earlier in the year I developed
a sample about 1/5 the size of the projected rug (seen on the
illustration earlier in this blog). It is based on a design I
transcribed from the work of one of the great Bauhaus
weavers Anni Albers. This artist and her husband Josef
Albers have featured in several of my previous musical
works, notably in Studies in Movement (for solo cello) and
the BBC commission Conversations in Colour (for three
ensembles). And just like my score I found the warp I was
about to weave onto needed some serious ‘editing’ before I
could begin. I discovered there were a number of small
mistakes in the threading of the several hundred ‘ends’;
small mistakes that took several patient hours to correct.
Last night I traveled to Hull to attend the first planning
meeting for the production of Sounding the Deep in Hull City
Hull. Hull Philharmonic have astutely engaged Graham
Henderson as production manager to oversee the coming
together of a seventy piece orchestra with seventy student
performers. Graham has worked for the BBC and now runs
his own video production company. His particular area of
expertise is sound. He also knows Hull City Hall where the
premiere will take place. It was very comforting to know that
the technical presentation was going to be in such confident
hands.
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October 3, 2011

Orchestrating
This morning I’ve been doing just a few small alterations to
the full-score of Signature Moments. Working on the Recital
and Vocal score of Sounding the Deep brought a number of
small errors and better ideas to light. So if you haven’t
discovered this piano score yet, now is the time to download
it from my website.
Over the weekend I’ve been slowly drafting the orchestration
plan for the full-score of Sounding the Deep. I have a very
particular way of working before committing a note to a 28
stave score. The illustration below should explain some of it.

Planning the orchestration.

What you are seeing here is six pages of the vocal score
reduced to A4 and placed in the centre of an A3. On and
around this miniature score are my first instructions about
orchestration. You’re looking here at the fourth movement
Descent into Perpetual Night. This is probably the most
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crucial and difficult movement to orchestrate because I’m
planning to add material that you won’t find in the vocal
score – layers quite impossible to realise on the piano. For
example I want to have a presence of continuous glissandos
in descent using the Sheperd / Rissett technique (see earlier
blogs) behind the written music.
Green ink denotes ideas and areas of proposed percussion
activity. Again, this isn’t present in the piano part of the
vocal score. HPO has a young and enthusiastic percussion
section that I’m keen to write vivid music for – absolutely not
sound effects.
After nearly three days of activity on this orchestration plan –
each movement reduced as above takes just three pages – I’m
beginning to see the wood for the trees. In other words I can
view the argument of the orchestration. When I was working
on my Six Concertos I created an algorithmic generator for
orchestration. This in effect enabled me to compose the
music and orchestrate that music simultaneously. In
Sounding the Deep that would be quite out of the question.
Instead, I’ve been planning what I’ve come to call
orchestration by register. This is explained fully in the
introduction to my score Migrations composed for HPO’s
workshop last May.
I remember having a fascinating discussion about
orchestration with Wakefield’s other professional composer
Patric Standford. Patric is a very fine orchestrator indeed.
He’s written many more orchestral works than I have and
with, what seems to be, un-nerving confidence. I still distrust
the orchestra as a viable ensemble for the early 21C; Patric
embraces it for the glorious expressive opportunities it
provides. He said as we looked at my 3rd Concerto – ‘I often
can tell a lot about the effectiveness of my orchestrations by
studying at the orchestral parts. If there are too many areas of
bars rest in a part I know I haven’t produced a really viable
score.’ Whenever I start scoring a work I remind myself of
that comment . . . and how true it is. I do want to engage
every player in the orchestras I write for. To do that takes
very careful planning indeed.
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In my orchestrating by register the score looks at first glance
far too busy and full of activity. What you need to remember
is that the conductor / director is encouraged to remove,
transpose, ghost, simplify, ornament, (indeed many other
options) the orchestration in the same spirit that jazz
orchestra leaders do as a matter of course. So for a long
sequence of music like the chorale-like section called the
Question of Descent the director can subtly change the mix of
instruments of mid and low registers that are scored to play
this passage of 20 or so bars. There can be fuzzy overlaps
(like fades in cinematography), discrete echoes or loops, one
instrumental choir blending into another. In using this
approach my only concern has to be ‘will there be enough
rehearsal time to accommodate such experiment?’ Although I
have a rehearsal schedule from 25 November when,
notionally, rehearsals for Sounding the Deep begin, I’ve yet
to get an idea of just how such rehearsals will fit in with all
the other pieces I know the orchestra has to rehearse from
that date. I’ll probably play safe and just choose a few areas
of the score where such director-led orchestration can take
place.

On Sunday I had some interesting ideas about the 4th
movement. Much of the rhythmic movement is very gentle
whilst the harmonic movement is very complex. William
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Beebe describes the phenomenon of phosphorescence, the
explosions and flashes of largely unknown deep sea
creatures. I’ve peen pondering ways of making the texture a
little unstable, irregular and surprising if you like, without
doing away with the inexorably slow feeling of descent. The
large body of individual string instruments at my disposal
offers a lot of opportunities for creating unstable or fluxfilled textures. Let’s say for now I have some interesting
ideas that don’t demand complex or graphic notation. I’ll
have to wait and see if the conductor Andrew Penny will be
prepared to try some of these performance options out in
rehearsal.
The other approach to orchestration I mentioned a few weeks
back when composing the sections of the work that reference
music of the 1930s. I thought it might be good to score these
sections authentically and literally replicate as far as possible
a Sousa marching band, a Latin-American samba orchestra, a
dance band group (like Paul Whiteman’s). I’d suggest these
‘groups’ might even learn the musical sections by heart and
even improvise a little. Again, I hoping that a discussion with
the conductor might be possible before too long . . . If you’re
a member of the orchestra reading this do let me know what
you think! To date I’ve only had one comment on this blog. It
was anonymous, unpleasant, and unpublishable!!
On Saturday last on Radio 3 Pre-Hear I heard a new piece by
Brian Elias for bass-baritone and orchestra called A
Talisman. Catch it on I-Player, it’s an interesting piece. Sadly
(or not) the voice sings in Hebrew, but I recognised a few
words. It’s composed for quite a small orchestra with an
important part for solo trumpet and much use of harp. I’ve
decided against a harp in Sounding the Deep, preferring to
use my continuo group that includes an electric piano and
mallet percussion. Harp can be used as an optional and
additional continuo instrument, as can the guitar – but
sparingly. However, it was the other work performed by the
BBCSO in the same Pre-Hear session that really grabbed my
attention: Rolf Wallin’s Appearances. This unusual piece
was written for the wonderful Ensemble Intercontemporain.
Wallin is one of the very few composers of real stature and
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imagination that consistently uses algorithmic tools to extend
his composition thought. The programme note for this piece
is well worth a read even if you don’t get to hear it!
In my off-air recordings library I have a whole section hat
bring together the keyboard or small ensemble versions of
large orchestral works with the original orchestral versions.
Some of Stravinsky, Ravel and Debussy works available for
both forces are fascinating, and from which I continue to
learn a lot. My favourite orchestrator – no competition here.
It’s Roberto Gerhard. Not a name you know? Well, look out
for Antal Dorati’ superb recording of the Symphonies.
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October 10, 2011

Composing, Orchestrating, Workshopping
I’m busy every day now with the orchestration of Sounding
the Deep. Starting with ‘the plan’ of the whole orchestration
that I illustrated last week I’ve moved on to working on the
full-score proper and have all but finished the first
movement.
The piano part does serve as the basic reference for the
orchestration, but there are many sections where I’m able
(and need) to add extra lines of music. This happens most
often in contrapuntal string writing when it is necessary to
(usually) compose inner parts impossible to play on the
piano. There’s a good example of this in the section tilted
Returning not Venturing. The texture of the keyboard part is
in two voices only. I need at least four to make the strings
sound coherent. So I’ve added viola and double bass layers.

From the orchestration of Sounding the Deep.

I’ve decided that in some sections of the music I am going to
have the vocal line doubled by a solo instrument. So far in
my orchestration I’ve used solo bass clarinet, trombone,
bassoon and cello. This approach means that in rehearsals
that don’t feature the singer the orchestra will have these
lines as a cue and guide. But I also like the different colour
the solo instrument brings to the vocal part. I may develop
this approach in later movements so that unison doubling
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becomes a proper duet. We’ll see . . .
I’ve enjoyed creating overlap passages so that, for example, a
held chord can appear seemingly without its attack transient
at the conclusion of a complex rush of notes – as at the end of
Coming to Consciousness where muted horns ‘appear’ with
two sostenuto chords, the same chords that opened the work,
but with a fifth voice added to the four part harmony.
Now the Recital / Vocal Score is in place and I’ve got going
with the orchestration I was able for two days last week to
turn my attention to the remaining Shoals. I have two now in
a draft stage: Blaze for percussion octet and To the Dark
Unseen for string dectet.
The percussion piece is (at the moment) in two parts and will
open and close the Shoals sequence. I want these pieces to
follow the descent / ascent model but I’m anxious to avoid
the rather characteristic approach so many composers follow
when writing for the embarrassment of riches that is the
percussion ensemble. I’ve developed I think a possible way
to side-step this norm by defining a structure that can allow
the ensemble to score some of the work themselves and
decide on dynamics and repetitions.
My intention is to create a reference part of 4 or 8 bit ‘binary
rhythms’. If you look at the report on my session with the
East Riding ensemble you’ll note that I introduced these
brilliant young percussionists to the binary rhythm concept. I
use binary rhythm libraries regularly in my instrumental
music. As an example, take a look at this Toccata for solo
piano written for Joannna MacGregor. I intend with Blaze to
create a beat / space sequence generated by the letters of the
Deep Sea Diver poem, so there’ll be a maximum of 26
different patterns present in this continuous rhythm chain.
This means that each percussionist will be required to know
this rhythm chain really well, so in fact they’ve each got an
exciting solo part they can practice on their own, perhaps
with a guide track. From this solo part I’ll develop ensemble
additions, moments, interventions, background and
foreground material. This is a technique that comes out of
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gamelan music and has been developed wonderfully by Louis
Andriessen in the works he has composed for the ensemble
De Volharding, most especially the score Workers Union.

As for the string dectet I have a very intriguing idea I want to
explore. I’ve already decided on a title for this movement: To
the Dark Unseen. I want this movement to be very
mysterious and predominantly quiet – if only because most of
the other Shoals will be loud and fast. I’d originally thought
of slow progressions of complex chords or antiphonal writing
of some sort (as my preludes for their initial workshop
explore). Now I’m looking at having each instrument of one
of the string quartets detuned (scordatura) by a tone. This
means I can have what amounts to the pitches of a modal
scale (an Aoelian starting on a D root) from all the open
strings available from both quartets. Using harmonics and (by
loosening bow hair) playing three-note chord clusters I think
I can get some fascinating sounds. All the instruments will
use mutes. I think this work will prove a good partner for
electroacoustic treatment with the addition of the laptop
performer.
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A sketch for Into the Dark Unseen.

Talking of the laptop parts for Shoals, the project is still
hoping that the planned workshop with Hull University at
their Scarborough campus can take place at the beginning of
November at the latest. Sadly we’re still unable to find six
students and three teachers with an interest in electroacoustic
music able to take part in this exciting part of the project. It’s
such a great opportunity to have a whole day at the
university’s sound studio and experience the possibilities of
sound diffusion and laptop processing and triggering. The
idea is that each of the six students will be mentored by post
graduate composers in the use of the MAX/MSP software,
now pretty much the standard for live electroacoustic work,
and with this help devise themselves sound scores to work in
tandem with my compositions and the performances of the
Shoals ensembles.
This Thursday Phil Legard (co-librettist of the Sounding the
Deep) and I will be giving a workshop and briefing to
students at Hull College. This morning Phil and I have been
busy creating our individual Pecha Kuchas. This Japanese
word means Chit-Chat and the phenomenon is fast becoming
an antidote to those interminable PowerPoint introductions
we’ve all sat through. With a Pecha Kucha you have 6m 40
secs to talk to 20 slides on screen for 20 secs each. This is
such a cool discipline to adopt for a presentation, but it is
really difficult to do (well).
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I gave my first Pecha Kucha with the textile artist Alice Fox
as an introduction to the Festival lecture at the 2011
Pensinsula Arts Contemporary Music Festival at Plymouth
University where I’m a research fellow. Our collaboration
Fifteen Images has a complex history and technical
background. We found the Pecha Kucha such a good way to
prepare our audience for a serious 45-minute lecture on
animated digital representations of textiles and algorithmic
music. Maybe there’s a Pecha Kucha evening near you? The
Art House and Hepworth Gallery here in Wakefield hold
them regularly for creative people. In Hull it only seems to be
the University who have so far harnessed the power of the
Pecha Kucha. Their recent Research Generator Symposium
last June advertised a Pecha Kucha evening.
If you read this blog why not check out the Facebook or
Twitter pages. There’s a host of links to some fascinating
material about ocean exploration and ecology. One link that
particularly interested me was about Constance Carter, a
senior librarian at the Library of Congress who in a recent
interview talks about her work as a Girl Friday with William
Beebe in 1959. There’s also a photo of Beebe from her own
personal collection.
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October 19, 2011

Sounding Hull College
On Thursday last I went to Hull College to give a briefing
and workshop session to twenty students and three staff.
Twenty third-year undergraduate students from the School of
Performing Arts Media and Music came together for an hour
and quarter to hear Phil Legard and I present an overview of
Sounding the Deep and give guidance on how we hoped they
would bring their part of the project together.
Hull College’s role in Sounding the Deep is to provide an
intro and ‘outro’ to the performances by Hull Philharmonic
Orchestra and the six student ensembles. This material is to
prepare our audience for this orchestral, vocal and
instrumental work and, after leaving William Beebe in his
bathysphere ‘a half mile down’, illustrate an imagined ascent
to the surface – and the present day.
Phil and I are acting as production advisers to students from
Music, Media and Dance who, over the next five months will
work in a three-way collaboration with each other.
We began our session with two pecha kuchas. I talked about
this presentation device in my last blog. We’ve placed both
presentations in the Education Resources section of this
website, primarily as reference for the Hull College students.
I concluded my pecha kucha by saying:
The reason we’re here – and you’re here – is because we are
looking for a lively way of preparing our audience on March
17 in Hull City Hall for an evening of words and music –
about the experience of being underwater and exploring the
ocean depths. Beebe’s descriptions of his exploits are full of
wonder. With films like The Blue Planet it’s easy for us to
see the wonders of the deep. In the 1930s this was not so.
Underwater photography was in its infancy and Beebe had to
use his books and lectures to communicate his discoveries
and his enthusiasm to the public.
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An image from the pecha kucha presentations.

We now had a little time to find out what the Hull College
students had been up to during a three-week period prior to
our visit. But first we invited some questions on our
presentation. The first question posed to us was an excellent
one: Could we describe the kind of audience that will be
attending? Fortunately, the Development Officer of HPO
(Yvonne Barwick) was at the session and was able to answer
with some authority. It is a fifty-plus audience, but with
increasing evidence to show a widening demographic. We
did some questioning too, particularly about the collaborative
sessions we’d hoped had been going on. Music and Media
had definitely been getting together but Dance had been
working alone, and were surprised when we showed our
surprise (!), and even more surprised to find that we didn’t
share their expectation that music had to come first in dance.
However, it was clear that Dance students, led by lecturer
Sara Roe, had been engaged in some fascinating experiments
with studies of how divers move and communicate. Sadly the
session was held in a room where we couldn’t get a
demonstration, but it is hoped we will be able to include on
this blog a video sequence of some of their early work very
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soon.
We did get to hear an example of some music created by
music student Danny Foster. This sounded quite promising as
a first stab at the idea. The music students were an interesting
mix of composers and sound designers – perfect for this
project. Later on Jamie Baker from the Media group shared
with us some of his graphical work based on his
interpretation of the transcript of communications between
bathysphere and the mother ship found in Beebe’s book Half
Mile Down. I found his response really inspired and I’m
looking at ideas of incorporating it into the visual elements
accompanying the fourth movement of my score – Descent
into Perpetual Night.

Prototype digital art by Jamie Baker.

We ended the briefing session by encouraging the students to
think of the nature of their collaboration as an ‘ocean’ rather
than a ‘waterfall’. We provided a group exercise to underline
this idea and then discussed some of the strategies we might
use to effect collaboration. Setting up a Facebook group was
high on the agenda – so everyone can check how progress is
being made from all groups. The other is to engage in making
prototypes and to prototype often. Setting short-term ‘timeboxes’ was recognized to be another useful strategy.
Back in my studio the work on the orchestration of Sounding
the Deep continues. On Tuesday I completed the second
movement The Kingdom of the Helmet. The first movement
is pretty much complete, even down to those tricky
percussion parts. The second movement has several sections
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that feature music that is stylistically of the 1930s. After a
very brief introduction with voice and electric piano there’s a
dance-band two-step scored for clarinet, alto sax, trumpets,
trombones, piano, vibraphone, bass and drum-kit. I’m hoping
the orchestral players will stand up to play this (and from
memory). The second section that adopts a popular style is a
samba scored for solo flute, bass clarinet, 2 trumpets, string
quartet, electric piano, vibraphone, bass and Latin percussion.
This sections ends in a quite extended passage for the full
orchestra before the music starts to explore the exotica of
Beebe’s visits to Hawaii and the Galapagos Islands. By the
end of this week I’m hoping to get as far as the fourth
movement, which I know is going to be quite a challenge!
My plan is to complete the whole orchestration by November
1.
I had some great news this morning. HPO have found a
young keyboard player to take the crucial solo piano and
continuo keyboard role. Andrew Broome is a second year
student at Hull University and joins a very young continuo
team (all students) to head up Sounding the Deep. I find this
potentially most exciting and will give such a vibrant
message to the orchestra and audience alike. Such a continuo
group is so important in my orchestral scores. They (should)
arrive at the first rehearsal already having rehearsed and
knowing the score. Past work with BBCNOW using this
strategy made an enormous difference to the dynamics of
rehearsal, even to the extent of making a conductor
unnecessary. Not so with Sounding the Deep, but all the same
it will help.
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November 3, 2011

A Deep Draft
As I write this, my colleague Phil is making the final
corrections to the full orchestral score (in C) of Sounding the
Deep. This score will be made into hard copy for the
conductor, leader, my editor and myself. It’s pretty
staggering what this costs these days . . . little change from
£100 for these four copies. The conductor needs to start
looking at the score he is going to direct, but also make sure I
haven’t asked ridiculous things of his players! The leader has
responsibility for overseeing the bowing – there’s no hard
and fast way of bowing a string part. I do my best, but it’s so
good to have a new work overseen by a fine string player. It
means that the parts my office will make up can have
bowings informed by an expert at the outset. As for my
editor is concerned, he has already done a very detailed job
on the recital and vocal score, so I’m hoping he won’t have to
spend too long on the musical detail. I imagine he’ll point out
where I’ve inadvertently asked for a pitch outside an
instrument’s range, or arranged a complex sequence of notes
for timpani that only a three-armed musician could manage,
and where rests are missing and those Italian expressive
markings wrongly spelt (or worse incomprehensible /
misleading). If you’ve not seen a particular score before such
‘errors’ tend to leap off the page. If I try to do such editing I
find I’m so used to the sight of the score I easily pass over
mistakes.
The process of arriving at a ‘clean’ page of full-score is
sometimes quite torturous. With this score I’ve done three
edits after completing the orchestration. The first focuses on
the question ‘Are the pitches and rhythms in the right place?’
If I think they are, the music is printed out and I add onto the
score (in red pen by hand) dynamics (ex. f p), expressive
markings (ex. calando, dolce) , articulation (ex. staccato,
tenuto), instrumental instructions (ex. con sord), tempo
indications (ex. rallentando, stringendo), phrase and bowing
marks. These additions and edits are then transferred onto the
computer score. The second edit is then printed out and with
that printout on my desk I start what I hope will be final
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additions and deletions. The percussion detail goes in, the
rehearsal letters and sectional double barring are inserted,
doubling and timbral colouring of parts are made (for
example: doubling a horn quartet with vibraphone chords). I
do try very hard to make sure an instrument doesn’t have
long passages of silence; I like to keep all the orchestral
instruments ‘in play’ as far as possible. Again this third edit
is handwritten and again, when complete, transferred to the
computer. I don’t do any transpositions at this stage except
double bass and piccolo. The FINAL score will have all the
transpositions included. At the moment the score is ‘in C’.
Before the data file of the score is made into a PDF and
emailed to my local printshop I go through each page on my
large format computer screen. Only when that has been done
is the data ready to be printed double-sided and bound. I
often find that it’s only when a score is in that state that
certain mistakes are evident.
Just to give a taste of this process here are two images of the
same page: one in the second edit mode, the other a
completed final edit.

The first page of movement IV.
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Last week, when this blog took a short break to allow me to
complete the orchestration itself, I had fascinating and
invaluable feedback from James Gower, the bass baritone
who is to give the premiere of Sounding the Deep. He made
the point that I had possibly overplayed my hand in using
those magical (very) low notes singers can produce – if the
conditions are right. Together we made lots of alterations,
putting whole passages up an octave – even into vocal
regions I had not expected to write for. There was one
passage in the Fourth Movement (Descent into Perpetual
Night) where the bathysphere starts to roll and pitch. The
voice sings against quite heavy brass, woodwind and
percussion. Here, James suggested I might put the vocal part
up the interval of a fifth. This was to place the music at a
tessitura that would enable him to really project the musical
line and the words. I have to admit I was very dubious about
this advice! But, as it turned out, it was a very sensible and
effective suggestion. We also discussed the business (and
difficulty sometimes) of cueing vocal entry. I still have some
work to do on this matter. . . I’m hoping that both conductor
and orchestral leader will feel they can make similar
observations and suggestions that reflect their experience and
expertise.
The next step is to begin preparing all the instrumental parts.
This first requires the production of a cue score, which in
most orchestral works is a long job from the copyist.
However, in Sounding the Deep, it’s going to be possible to
use the vocal part (and its shadowing solo instruments – see
the introduction to the full-score) as a universal cue. This
should make the cue score’s production a breeze in
comparison to other orchestral scores I’ve composed. If you
look at the web presentation for my Six Concertos you can
look at any examples of ‘cued’ orchestral parts, and so get an
idea of the complexity of this aspect of music copying and
part production (download the file Extracts from Concerto 1
at the above link).
Once the cue score is in place the instrumental parts can be
‘extracted’ from the full-score. I’m old enough to remember
copying out parts by hand, working all night to get a set of
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parts ready for a rehearsal the next day. The computer
certainly does make part production a lot quicker and easier
BUT with a large-scale work there can be all kind of glitches
and gremlins to upset the process. A good, clear, correct
instrumental part can save time and frustration in rehearsal
and make reluctant players (and when it comes to new music
I’m sorry to say there are many) feel more comfortable about
working on their parts.
With the extracted part in a single data file and printed out
the checking of part against the score can begin. In the
extraction process it’s common to lose dynamics and
expressive markings so the output must be checked. I’ve
already booked a colleague for two whole days to do just part
of this exacting job.
So what next? A considerable matter of completing the six
Shoals for the six student ensembles I worked with in June
and July – some 30 minutes of music all told. These are all
planned now, but need to be finalised and brought together
with proposed electroacoustic content. Sadly, those guiding
this project felt that involving one student and one music
technology teacher for each ensemble to devise (with me) the
live sonic part was too ambitious and difficult – a bridge too
far. In its place HPO have agreed to commission a laptop
composer / performer and a sound designer from Hull
University to facilitate this aspect of the performance.
Last week I heard from Sounding the Deep’s project manager
that the St Hugh’s Foundation has given the project
additional funding to enable a professional evaluator to
engage with this enterprise. This is really good news and a
most sensible step. I had already brought the issue of
evaluation to the project team and had been waiting for a
response, so this announcement is timely and I look forward
to seeing who is appointed. To find out more about
recognized monitoring and evaluation procedures there’s
some sensible guidance here given on the pages of the
Musicleader website.
Finally, on a jolly note, I had to visit The Deep in Hull the
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other week for a photo shoot. It was fun to see how a bevy of
photographers handled the opportunity of Laura Fox, a young
bassist with the orchestra, dressed in a long concert frock,
playing her bass to a tankful of fish. It was also good to meet
at the shoot Malcolm Joslin Communications and External
Affairs Manager of BP, a major sponsor of this project.
Malcolm, I discovered, is quite an aficionado of
contemporary music, being a regular visitor to the wonderful
Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival. This annual
event is a bright star in the contemporary music firmament
and runs for a fortnight in mid November. I’ve already
booked my ticket for the premiere of Richard Barratt’s
CONSTRUCTION with the brilliant Elision Ensemble from
Australia.

From the photo shoot at The Deep.
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November 14, 2011

Parts, Percussion and Printing
On Friday I finished the transposed full score of Sounding the
Dee. Today my assistant, Phil, is to begin assembling the cue
score. This is where cues are inserted into bars of rests to
enable each performer to follow a line of music rather than
counting bars of silent beats. In contemporary music, where
there can be many changes of time signature, clear effective
cues are a must. Selecting the right cue material for each part
is quite an art in itself.

Assembling a cue score can be complicated (left)
but results in clear, well cued parts (right).

In Sounding the Deep the extensive vocal part is perfect as
universal cue material. Almost every vocal passage also has
an instrumental shadow. This means that even in rehearsals
when the soloist is not present the cue line will be played
usually by a solo instrument.
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Apart from the cues all expressive markings, tempo
indications and rehearsal letters must be in every part. These
are best copied into the cue score before the part is extracted.
So a long task, but ultimately this is ultimately a great time
saver.
I do try in all my orchestral works for there to be a reasonable
distribution of activity throughout the whole score. No fun
waiting for 100 bars to play a one bar phrase. Sometimes this
distribution isn’t really evident until the parts are extracted. I
have been known to respond to this with extra material.
I have a good selection of contemporary orchestral scores in
my library. These include works by Thomas Adès, Magnus
Lindberg, John Adams and Helmut Lachenmann. These
scores provide a useful reference source as to what is
common practice amongst orchestral composers. Adès is a
good example of a composer to whom attention to the way
every note is sounded is of great importance. He is
scrupulous about dynamics and expressive markings. He is
particularly keen on writing for percussion and does so with
great panache and imagination. Whereas I tend to invite my
percussionists in the continuo section of my orchestra to be
their own arbiters of technique when it comes to playing,
Adès imagines every instrument being played and will write
this sort of instruction for a percussionist playing 3 notes on 2
suspended cymbals: l.h. (dome, dampen) r.h./ on edge with
handle. His composition for large orchestra Asyla requires
six percussionists and includes some very high timpani (the d
above middle c!), water gongs, crotales, tuned cowbells,
sandpaper blocks, a bag full of metal knives and forks . . .
and lots more besides. Listen to the percussion opening of the
first movement here:
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Since a performance of my work Conversations in Colour in
Norway in 2002 I’ve been converted to the idea that
percussionists can be very inventive and imaginative
musicians if trusted and given the opportunity to contribute
their own instruments and techniques to a ‘no frills and
minimum instructions’ part. Two Norwegian percussionists
playing the work for the first time were outstanding in the
way they ‘read’ the part, a part that had a precise rhythmic
outline, but gave them freedom to choose instruments and
ornamentations. Not for me the Adès approach of defining
exactly every effect and nuances, even though I admire it
enormously.

Percussionists during the 2001 performance of Conversations in Colour.
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My own way with percussion has its seeds in Metanoia, a 20
minute composition for what I describe as a variable
ensemble, similar in spirit to Andriessen’s Der Volharding I
mentioned in this blog a few weeks back. Metanoia was
written in 1986 for the Norwich Students Orchestra and is in
essence a work in which the orchestration is devised by the
conductor and players themselves. It is presented in part
books of 4 parts each, though there are pages that can be
superimposed to make up to 16 simultaneous parts. Best to
take a look at my web archive for a more detailed
explanation. You’ll find there a nifty little ‘app’ you can play
with to audition different orchestrations.
Metanoia came about because the Norwich Students
Orchestra needed two versions of the work, one for large
orchestra and one for a chamber orchestra. At the first
performance one of the percussionists wanted to use roto
toms (seriously expensive) and commissioned a set of high
tuned drums from her craftsman father. They were brilliant
and exactly right for the piece (you can listen to a recording
here). Conductor Christopher Austin did a celebrated version
of this score in Bristol Cathedral with a Mahlerian-size
orchestra! Even a rock band played it at the Purcell Room.
I know I’ve written a little about the use of the continuo
group I employ in my orchestral music, but now is the time to
stress its importance, not just as an orchestral colour, but as
part of the chemistry of bringing a work like this together in
rehearsal and controlling it in performance. In Sounding the
Deep the continuo group is imagined to lie between the bass
soloist and the orchestra. A performance could take place
with just these musicians: voice, double bass, 2
percussionists and keyboard.. In the first instance the
continuo will, I hope, be able to meet together and get the
score under their fingers before meeting up with the
orchestra. Hence, they’ll be the first musicians to receive
their performance parts and if all goes well manage to meet
together a few times before the first full rehearsal.
The two percussion parts are printed together as a single part
and the players are invited to freely orchestrate their music
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between each other. There is a stave for tuned and a stave for
untuned. The performers can add in any instruments they
like, though a minimum (and conventional) instrumental set
is described in the score. The only unusual requirement is for
an ocean drum. I first used this instrument in Conversations
in Colour and it fits perfectly into the way of things in
Sounding the Deep, particularly in the second movement
Kingdom of the Helmet. See the You Tube example below.

The recommended keyboard in the continuo group is the
wonderful Fender Rhodes piano. Although there are sample
sets of this instrument available there is nothing quite like the
real thing. I wonder if there is an instrument somewhere in or
near Hull! There’s a fascinating introduction to the
instrument on line. Listen to part 1 here and part 2 here. This
introduction was recorded on an vinyl EP by Herbie Hancock
in 1975. He illustrates why this instrument blends so well
with other instruments, much better than an acoustic piano.
This early audio guide also goes into all the special effects
that can so enhance the sound – the wah-wah, echo-plex,
overdrive or fuzz, and ring modulator. I’ve been intrigued to
hear how contemporary composers outside jazz use the
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Fender Rhodes. There’s a very important role for it in Mark
Anthony Turnage’s opera Greek though my favourite piece
has to be La Belle Epoque by Peter Weigold, a 20 minute
work for acoustic and electric piano. Listen to an excerpt
here.
For me the instrument adds a colour and variety of attack that
fits so well with the complex often ambiguous harmony I
write. In Sounding the Deep I also use a concert grand piano,
but only where the singer and his pianist are not accompanied
by the orchestra and for those sections that reference the
music of the 1930s.
As for the double bass, this part is for a soloist with some
jazz experience. The instrument should be amplified slightly
and played predominantly pizzicato and with those slurs and
slides common to contemporary jazz. If you look at my
worklist you’ll see several virtuoso pieces for bass, notably a
solo composition called Conversations with Magic Stones
(after the sculptures by Barbara Hepworth) and a concertolike work called Objects of Curiosity (The Prisoner). Both
works were composed for the wonderful Canadian bassist
David Langstroth, who was part of my continuo team at
BBCNOW. Needless to say in Sounding the Deep the
integration with the keyboard has to be spot on and can
replace the left hand part of the keyboard part to allow the
keyboardist to add and develop more complex harmonic and
melodic textures.
But back to the here and now. My office now has a delivery
date for scores and parts firmly in its sights. We have to book
time with the Staples printshop in Wakefield to insure that
the wonderful Lorna who has been overseeing the copying of
my scores for the last seven years is available on the day we
hope to get the reprographic work done. Score and parts are
presented to the printshop in a PDF format and relatively
quick to print, though a little more complex to bind.
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December 8, 2011

Sea Music, Earth Music
As I write this I’m taking a short break from preparing the
orchestral parts for Sounding the Deep. Although I am
fortunate to have an assistant / copyist, because of the
necessary rescheduling of my programme of work – to allow
me to take on the role of animateur for the project (something
I had not anticipated when the contract was signed) – it
wasn’t possible for me to have the Sounding the Deep vocal
and orchestral scores finished for a period when my copyist
could have worked full-time (during August and September).
He has another working life as a part-time university lecturer.
So I’m busy doing parts when I’d hoped to be completing the
six student pieces!

A vocal cue in the violoncello part.

As I wrote last week even with the technology we currently
have, not even the wonderful Sibelius scorewriter (which I
admire but don’t use, for reasons I won’t go into here) is
intelligent enough to devise the complex cueing indications
and layout that parts for a work like Sounding the Deep
require. It’s a skilled job, and on it, in my opinion, depends
the success or failure of the whole enterprise. I learnt a long
time ago that poorly rendered parts for musicians in a fairly
adventurous piece result in lost rehearsal time, frustration and
a dampening of enthusiasm in the work itself. Composers of
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orchestral music are rarely invited (or able) to appear or get
involved until the final rehearsal so musicians seldom get an
opportunity to advise them on how parts (and the musical
material therein) could be improved.
With Sounding the Deep I’d been quietly hopeful of a
dialogue with members of the orchestra I’ve been writing for
during these past months. I think when rehearsals start this
will get going though my intention was to be able to engage
this very special and talented community before rehearsals
began. This was the purpose of the Signature Moments for
piano and Pat Brandon’s imaginative (and now completed)
arrangements for variable ensemble. Anyway it’s all there
waiting to be explored.

The first signature moment arranged for quartet.

The full-score of Sounding the Deep has now been available
on-line for several weeks for musicians to download and
survey their parts: to provide musicians with an opportunity
to comment and advise, to suggest alternatives or tell me
such and such a passage would sound better with a few
alterations.
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Despite working hard on the orchestral parts I have been
spending serious time and thought on Blaze, the percussion
octet from Shoals. I’m no newcomer to the medium of the
percussion ensemble. I was commissioned some years ago to
write a work for the six percussionists of BBCNOW. This
was for a companion piece to Carmina Burana by Carl Orff.
The original version of this well-know (though sadly
controversial score) was for soloist, chorus , 2 pianos and six
percussionists. It was this version that was to be performed in
Bristol Cathedral (probably the worst acoustics possible for a
percussion work). Seven Magical Preludes were composed as
an upbeat to Carmina Burana and uses the exact
instrumentation Orff prescribes – including the three
glockenspiels!

Developing 'Blaze' for percussion ensemble.

In Blaze I’m not restricted to a set instrumentation and I have
eight performers and a laptop musician to score for. Since I
met the ensemble from East Riding last June I’ve had so
many thoughts about this piece and made lots of sketches, but
when I started working seriously on them I hit many
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problems, not least how this work was going to ‘fit’ with the
other five pieces. Although Blaze has to be able to stand on
its own, I’m now considering it being in five distinct sections
with the first repeated at the end. In between these sections
the other Shoals will be placed. Above you can see some of
my original workings out pinned up on a large board in my
studio. Sketches, diagrams, words, even just marks on paper
often precede pitches and rhythms.

Divers hand signals.

One reason for thinking this way is that I’m keen for Blaze to
have a theatrical and visual element. Percussionists can move
and make exciting gestures. As well as playing ‘kits’ of
instruments they can carry hand-held instruments. One lively
idea, that came out of my only session so far with dancers
from Hull College, was to consider as a basis for movement /
dance the use of the common hand signals used by divers.
Should composers be concerned with physical movement?
Well, Karlheinz Stockhausen regularly choreographed his
ensemble and choral work to striking effect, and I still think
of myself very much a disciple of this extraordinary
composer, having had the good fortune to work with him on
a number of major pieces.
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Staging for Stockhausen's 'collecive work' entitled 'Ensemble'.

Talking of Hull College, our hope of collaboration with
students in the creative process of providing introductory and
closing material for the Sounding the Deep concert hasn’t
happened as we’d anticipated. Having given in early October
a presentation and client brief to staff and students and
encouraged the open sharing of ideas and progress, the whole
mechanism we set up has been affected by the small print of
final year module regulations concerning client liaison. Two
weeks into our work my office discovered that we weren’t
meant to have contact with students directly (nor they with
us). Everything had to be vetted and communicated via the
member of staff overseeing the module. We are hoping that
we won’t be faced with a kind of fait a complit where,
instead of being aware of what students are doing as they
develop their work in a fluid exchange of ideas, drafts and
feedback, we’ll just get the finished result. My colleague
Phil talked in his presentation about ideas being able to swim
around in an ocean of possibility, rather than disappear over a
waterfall to get swept away. Having said this I am keenly
aware of the difficulties lecturers face in co-ordinating this
kind of work: work that involves outside agencies who have
different ways of doing things that can’t always fit around
student and staff schedules and expectations.
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I’m set to go Hull University’s Scarborough Campus very
soon to interview possible candidates for a laptop musician /
composer and a sound designer for Shoals. We had to redraw
our plans for the electroacoustic part of Shoals when my
original scheme for this component had to be rethought in
mid October. There’s now been an agreement to commission
two post-graduate students to fulfil roles I’d hoped students
and staff associated with the ensembles might have filled.
Sadly, two musicians selected by the university in October
became unavailable and so the process of selection continues.

One of Edward Cowie's drawings.
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If you tuned into Radio 3 the other week you might have
heard five live concerts and many talks and features from the
impressive Earth Music Bristol Festival curated by composer
Edward Cowie. The appearance of this new festival (and I’m
told it’s not just a one-off) is gratifying and makes me feel
that creating a work like Sounding the Deep, bringing
together music and the natural world, is appropriate and right
as an artistic enterprise. I managed to hear an outstanding
piano recital by Peter Hill, a concert by the BBC Concert
Orchestra and lecture by Richard Mabey, which was in my
opinion a must-hear (available as a podcast for a month) for
anyone musical who loves the natural world: surprising,
passionate and with the most striking audio examples. At the
end of the festival the wonderful Coull Quartet played
Cowie’s Birdsong Bagatelles. This is a favourite of mine and
so beautifully conceived. Cowie wrote this whilst he was
composer in association with the RSPB.
Right, time to get back to those orchestral parts for Sounding
the Deep!
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December 8, 2011

Shoals at Filey Studios
This is the first morning I shall have had in nearly four
months when the thing uppermost in my mind is not
completing the score of Sounding the Deep. Last night I took
a large box of printed parts and a beautifully printed and
bound A3 size full-score to Hull; to deliver to the Hull
Philharmonic’s conductor Andrew Penny. The final business
of finishing the score and parts was a little tortuous, but we
got there. There was a necessary hurdle of bringing all the
movements together and insuring that sensible page turns
were in place. I managed to forget until the eleventh hour that
we needed a special keyboard part with rehearsal letters and
indications of where the keyboard instrument changes. Even
as the complete set of parts was being placed in a box at
Staples ready for the journey to Hull we realised that the flute
parts had not been printed. It seemed a bit of miracle that we
could print them and make the 16.38 train to Hull!
I was in Hull to attend a meeting of the Project Team for
Sounding the Deep, a very necessary gathering of members
of and connected with the orchestra. Chaired by Andrew
Pate, the orchestra’s treasurer, this group has kept a watchful
eye and ear on the progress of the project for nearly a year.
Towards the end of the meeting Catherine Ackroyd, whose
PR company and design expertise has already resulted in the
project’s effective web presence, delivered a sizable batch of
four Sounding the Deep promotional postcards. I think these
are great and will be putting them inside all my Christmas
cards this year. If you are reading this and would like to do
the same contact Catherine at MAPA.
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Sounding the Deep postcards.

At the meeting I presented the team with a resume of how the
completed series of Shoals will look with their proposed
electroacoustic elements. This significant part of the Shoals
adventure was engaged to enable the participation of the
Filey Studios at Hull University’s Scarborough Campus. As I
mentioned in last week’s blog we’ve had to change the
approach of this collaboration a little and it was only very
recently that I was able to spend time in Scarborough getting
to meet four post-graduate students who I’ll be working with
to create the concert version of Shoals.
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Scarborough sea.

I love going to Scarborough, one of my favourite Yorkshire
locations. When my children were young it was the
destination of summer Saturday trips to the Sea Life Centre
on North Bay and then on to the nearby swimming pool with
its amazing slides. In December it’s a favoured location for
those Tinsel and Turkey breaks – where you can celebrate
Christmas before Christmas!
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Filey Studios.

Filey Studios is a former large residential property across the
road from the previous teacher training college well known in
the eighties for its excellence in Theatre Studies and even
then a burgeoning interest in sonic art and electroacoustic
music.
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Discussing Shoals with students at Filey Studios.

The studio courses and facilities are currently in the very
capable hands of Dr Rob Mackay and through his kindness
and organisation we assembled a group of four students to
give a short presentation of their response to ocean sounds
from the Sons de Mar research centre’s website. These four
guys actually make up a newly-formed lap-top quartet at the
University. They gave their first performance at Huddersfield
university only last night. Here’s an example of a
presentation from Tom and Ben.
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Tom and Ben perform their improvisation.

With the mini-auditions over we then had a valuable
discussion about the project remit and started making initial
plans. Yesterday I brought together these ideas about how the
university’s electroacoustic expertise might be employed by
writing a kind of programme note and specification for each
Shoal. We’ve decided instead of commissioning a single laptop performer and a sound designer we’d employ all four
students and split the commission fee, giving us a wider
range of possibility and enabling one of the team, with a
specific interest in education work with sonic art, to be
coordinator for the collaboration. I think this format will
work very well, and I’m looking forward to devising material
and guiding ideas to bring live instrumental performance
together with subtle though just occasionally dramatic use of
digital media. You can read below a synopsis of each
proposal for the electroacoustic content of Shoals.
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Late last week I received the second of two music / sound
scores from students at Hull College. The eight-minute draft
of Ascent by Danny and Sam was a really promising
offering… Many congratulations to both for a piece that met
our production brief so well. There are very many good
things in this recording, and my attention was secured on this
lively production throughout. The ending, which I won’t
reveal in the example below, is inspired. Sadly, my office is
still waiting for some contact from Dance, Broadcast media
and Technical Theatre to be able to review their progress
before the Christmas break. We’re keeping our fingers
crossed…

Next week some serious daily work on Shoals to complete
the new version of Deep Sea Diver and the 8-part cello
ensemble pieces Never Day and Under Night.
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December 28, 2011

Working Towards the New
I am constantly intrigued by the ‘how’ of musical
composition. How is a piece made? How does a composer
organise his or her own thinking and technique to make
music that satisfies and is satisfactory to composer, performer
and listener?
There’s plenty of evidence from centuries of musical
practice. Sketches, drafts, diary jottings, letters,
commentaries, the anecdotal, even experimental observation,
all provide a wealth of knowledge that can reveal the ‘how’.
Unlike visual artists, composers don’t have a true equivalent
to the practice of drawing – a practice that can so clearly and
instantly reveal the ‘how’ of an artist’s work. Composing
rather than improvising is not a real-time activity. For the
composer what comes nearest to this (often daily) activity is
time spent playing an instrument or making a close analytical
study of a chosen score. Schumann reckoned his daily
engagement as a composer was founded upon playing Bach’s
Well Tempered Klavier, a work that still beckons to
composers as a manual for composition, a manual without
words, just musical examples. For today’s composer a
particular score or recording may provide a still point from
which creative activity and engagement with the imagination
can develop. For several years the touchstone for Harrison
Birtwistle’s music was Webern’s Concerto for Nine
Instruments.
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Most composers agree that the music they create is not ‘radio
in the head’, instant new music that can be turned on and off
at will. It is a slow, painstaking search for material that
exhibits the potential for good continuation. Another point of
agreement is that making a piece of music is a search for
rightness. A composer intuitively knows or learns when a
rightness has been achieved. If that wasn’t so, compositions
would rarely progress towards a finished state, a state that
reflects a working through of ideas able to fit the conditions
surrounding or required by the brief of the task.
In the 1950s before taking up a professorial post at Yale Paul
Hindemith began a scholarly examination of how composers
had been taught in the past, and how they learn. Thanks to
the class notes of some of his students, we know much about
Hindemith’s own practice and what he identified and
advocated as the ‘how’ of composing. There’s much
common-sense that holds no surprises for most composers,
but it is can be very meaningful for the listener and
performer. I’ve always felt Hindemith’s revelations about
‘the how’ are significant and useful particularly his notion
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that at the outset one must examine and respond to the
peculiar conditions surrounding each work. Such conditions
include knowledge of the instruments (Hindemith was proud
that he could play all orchestral instruments), the
circumstances of performance, being sensitive to the
performers’ musical history and repertoire. Music is not
composed in a vacuum; it is usually for a performance and
performers. Some composers respond wonderfully and
imaginatively to such conditions and constraints, most
notably Benjamin Britten. Hindemith’s ‘way’ isn’t
composing by numbers but it does dispel some of the
assumptions so often made about the composing act, and
demystifies a process of creation that can act as a valuable
basis for critical engagement. In my piano trio After
Hindemith it is possible to explore further how the ideas of
this (rather unfashionable) composer have affected my own
rationale for composition.

From the manuscript of Hindemith's Hérodiade.

Why does some music touch the listener, engage the player
and warrant the enthusiasm of the conductor, promoter or
record producer? Mostly, it is a complex recipe in which the
ingredients of musical elements, references, past
compositions and even extra-musical sources and allusions
can be identified and acknowledged; but it is more. And often
that ‘more’ is something worth investigation, questioning,
and a manner of engagement that needs to be more active
than pressing the button to restart the CD. Radio 3’s
Discovering Music is testament to that. I doubt if I would be
a composer today had it not been for its revelatory
predecessor Talking about Music with Anthony Hopkins.
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It is against this background that I wanted to record
something of the process of composing a new work for
orchestra and bass voice. I was keen to use the medium of the
Internet blog, a medium that uniquely allows the author to
make reference to existing web-based material as further
illustration and example. If I mention a previous and related
work of my own that has some bearing on the new work (as I
have above) I can provide a link to my on-line score archive.
If I point to another composer, a performer or ensemble,
perhaps a particular influence, I can invite the reader to
investigate that reference in more detail and depth than my
own text could reasonably deal with.
This recording process began the week I wrote the first music
that belongs to Sounding the Deep: a set of Signature
Moments for solo piano. But these twenty pieces appeared
several months after my first tentative thoughts and
experiments about what this composition might be like, and
also the preparation of a libretto that would ultimately govern
the structure of the work. Descriptions of this early part of
the composing process, the pre-composition stage, are largely
absent from the blog, but they are no less important than the
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descriptions of ‘how’ the music itself was written.
During the extended negotiations involved in settling the
commission for this work I thought it valuable to create a
short vocal piece that could not only give a prospective
soloist some notion of the piece to come, but something
tangible for those commissioning the work to have before
them. So while decisions were being thrashed out about the
practicalities of the commission and its extension as a public
and educational project I was taking my first steps to explore
the potential of the subject.
The process of composing began in earnest with research on
the web and in a university library. The outcome was a
cornucopia of possibilities. I searched for existing poetry and
prose in the first instance, imaginative creative writing that
had responded to what is clearly a vast subject. I considered
the history of ocean exploration. I investigated issues
surrounding our guardianship of the oceans, the nature of
their conservation at a time where the exploitation of natural
resources is exposing their fragility. Ideally, I wanted a blend
of expressions of wonder at the natural and still relatively
unexplored world of the ocean depths with our past and
present relationship with what lies beneath the surface. At
that point it didn’t enter my head to consider putting centrestage the experiences of real explorer and zoologist.
The first ‘find’ from that initial research was what I’ve come
to believe is a remarkable poem, Deep Sea Diver by Robert
Francis. It has become the composition’s signature, its words
and phrases running in counterpoint with the eventual
libretto. It seemed not only entirely appropriate in its
treatment of its subject but also a right length, and beautifully
crafted into sections of descent and ascent. These attributes
have become important musical metaphors in the education
work attached to this composition. When I say a right length,
I mean that the poem was concise, spare, and free from
complex vocabulary and convoluted images. I hardly
remember setting the poem; it came to me very quickly and,
as I will discuss later, the musical material flowing from the
text proved unusually rich. But this fluency of composing
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was prefaced by two full days of preparation: the first spent
learning the text by heart, improvising with my voice its
possible setting, notating over and over different rhythmic
solutions; the second devoted to experiments searching for a
harmonic rationale. I was acutely conscious during this
search of needing a distinct soundscape that was not the stuff
of TV or movie scores associated with ‘being underwater’.
To this end I eventually devised transformations of two
chords, one high, one low: making descents and ascents,
‘diving’ from one harmonic ‘state’ to another, listening to
what occurred in-between.
Such experimentation is very common. When Olivier
Messiaen worked on a new composition he had two
concurrent scores on the go, one lying on a table for rhythm
and melody developed silently by ear, the other on the music
stand of an adjacent piano for the harmony of the piece
usually created by the physical sounding out of chords. I dare
to mention Messiaen here because there are small similarities
between my own way of working and his. Whereas
Messiaen was a concert pianist of distinction and invariably
used the piano in the majority of his compositions, I am a
guitarist. Like Berlioz, another guitarist, I don’t need to touch
an instrument to sound out ideas. I do however use a
computer running my own software application for
experimentation and modelling compositions. This software
I’ve been using and devloping regularly over the last 20 years
does not ‘record’ performance at a MIDI keyboard or provide
a staff on which to place Common Music Notation. It is a
programming language that enables the creation of ‘what ifs’.
What if I want to interpolate a chord of four notes in a high
register with a chord of three notes in a low register to
produce a sequence of 12 inner chords? The software does
not dictate a particular process design by an anonymous
programmer but allows me to create my own functions able
to sound out such a ‘what if’. Not only that, but once a
program to achieve this is written (often just a few lines of
code in a language called LISP) it can be tweeked in a matter
of seconds to produce variants. 26 chords instead of 12? Let
the sequence of chords assume the pitch shape of the
downward trajectory of a modulated sinewave? Produce
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variants in all the different inversions of the chords
generated? And so on . . .

Nigel Morgan's Symbolic Composer software.

Prior to computing, this intricate working out of ‘what ifs’
would take place on paper and could fill days of careful
calculation. American composer Elliot Carter is a good
example of a composer who would draft each musical section
not just once but sometimes twenty times trying out ‘whatifs’. I have learnt that such careful working out ‘by hand’
rather than on the computer can have advantages. The very
slowness does allow time for intense reflection just as in the
electroacoustic studio digital editing at a computer does not
produce intrinsically better musical results than working with
magnetic tape and a razor blade (thought the acoustic quality
may be considerable better). Though the speed of computer
processing is seductive I feel I’m fortunate to be of a
generation who has had the experience of both. New
technology can and does bypass the important need for
reflection about intention . . . if you’ve spent several hours
working out a possible continuation you’re less unlikely to
put it aside without some careful critical thought.
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I make mention of this example of this particular ‘how’ in
composing because not only has the descent part of the song
Deep Sea Diver become an interlude in Sounding the Deep
but its core musical elements are embedded at every point of
the orchestral score. This means that in playing through the
song both listener and performer may quickly identify how
the musical material has been developed. Even if they don’t,
subconsciously it is ‘there’, a real presence in the midst of the
composition. Sometimes, as in the opening section of the first
movement this presence is a pair of chords. In other sections,
such as the opening of the fourth movement, the ‘quote’ from
the song is more extensive, four bars in fact. But I am
missing out an important piece of the jigsaw: the libretto.

I came to call this a libretto because, as the work on the text
proceeded, I realised I was composing a piece of music
theatre. This is how it happened:
During the research period I unearthed many references to
the exploits of a certain William Beebe, an American
zoologist extraordinaire. Reading recently James Lovelock’s
book on the Gaia hypothesis I am reminded yet again of the
significance of Beebe not just as a popular naturalist with a
David Attenborough talent for bringing the wonders of the
natural world to a large audience, but of a scientist who
almost single-handedly defined the discipline of ecology. His
name and achievement in this area are still recognised today,
mainly in connection with figures like Rachel Carson and
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Jacques Cousteau.
In 1937 Beebe wrote a book called Half Mile Down. This
combines a history of undersea exploration with the author’s
own exploits as a helmet diver making the first detailed
studies of the coral realm. He was then the first to descend
into the no man’s land of the deep oceans in a steel
bathysphere. His book, like so much of his writing, describes
the wonder of it all. We’ve become accustomed to the glow
in Attenborough’s voice as he describes the marvels of nature
on the TV screen. Beebe had to use his books, the pages of
National Geographic and worldwide lecture tours. His words,
and particularly his descriptions of descending to the ocean
depths verge on the rhapsodic and are no less full of wonder
as that of Brian Cox in full flow. As soon as I began to read
Beebe I could hear his words set to music. He is fanciful, he
does exaggerate (what explorer doesn’t), he has somewhat
peculiar visions of the future, but his way with language is
masterful and is not dissimilar to that of John Muir whose
ecological thinking about the preservation of wilderness areas
in a previous generation remains highly regarded today.

Beebe, returning from the 'Kingdom of the Helmet'.

So the libretto emerged directly from Beebe’s book. The idea
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that it should be cast as a kind of public lecture came
gradually as, with my co-librettist Phil Legard, we devised a
scenario out of the structure of the book itself. The libretto
begins almost where the book begins, with a meditation on
the idea of wonder, and ends with Beebe recalling his
experience of isolation in the intense darkness of the ocean a
half mile down, commenting on the similarities with that
other vast region of the unknown, outer space.
What goes on in-between is the tale of how Beebe came to
descend into ‘the perpetual night’ of the ocean depths in a
steel bathysphere. But is this the stuff of a serious concert
work? Are there precursors of such telling out in music of a
personal response to exploration and the natural world?
Certainly. Most recently Will Gregory’s opera on Auguste
Piccard (the first scientist to venture into the strathosphere)
has evoked much critical discussion in the music press. Kurt
Weill wrote a celebrate cantata on Lindberg’s Atlantic Flight.
Karlheinz Stockhausen in Sirius and Sternklang has imagined
a festival of welcome to visiting beings from that distant star.
Peter Maxwell Davies has written in his eighth symphony a
record of his experience of visiting Antartica. None of the
works mentioned here are film or TV scores. They don’t rely
on images as an explanatory prop; their musical context is
quite rich enough for the music to stand on its own in the
concert hall.
This is what I hope for Sounding the Deep. I think its subject
as well as its music may well catch the music community’s
imagination, particularly in the USA where Beebe’s
achievement is still highly regarded. Beebe himself was a
charismatic lecturer who was able to engage large audiences
without slideshows and visual aids. So the libretto gradually
became an imagined public lecture set to music. This means
that, with the exception of movement four, which is throughcomposed, and five (hardly more than a brief though
important coda), the scenario unfolds in a sequence of short
reminiscences of Beebe’s past adventures that make up the
first two movements. Then, he takes time out to sing my
setting of Deep Sea Diver, a poem inspired by his own
exploits, before telling his audience of The Birth of the
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Bathysphere.

Like Will Gregory’s Piccard In Space I decided, at quite a
late stage (and after consulting with the HPO’s conductor), to
use musical references from the rich popular music styles of
the 1930s. I remember looking closely at scores of Milhaud,
Weill, Hindemith, Stravinsky all of whom couldn’t resist the
temptation of referencing, and in Weill’s case actually
writing in, a jazz style. I’ve not attempted to emulate the
lively jazz of that period, but simply provided brief moments
of music that in their often oblique references to popular
dance forms match Beebe’s vigorous moments of enthusiasm
and rhapsody. There’s a blues, a Latin samba, a Ragtime onestep, and most significantly, and at some length, a march that
takes its cue from John Philip Souza. But there is no jazz as
such, and only one invitation (to a solo flute) to play in a jazz
style. Scoring detail certainly does reflect the styles I’ve
chosen to colour the music with, and there is an open
invitation to performers to recreate the authentic playing
styles should they wish. I’m encouraged to do this because I
find more and more musicians well able to move comfortably
across musical boundaries of performance style. You only
have to listen to what the BBC Concert Orchestra achieved in
Piccard in Space.
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There is, however, a very particular association with the
practice of jazz present in the score, indeed in all my
orchestral and large ensemble scores. It is in my use of a
continuo ensemble of four players (keyboard, two
percussionists and double bass) whose role underpins the
whole of the music. I could easily have called this a rhythm
section, but I’ve chosen continuo because that term is more
about providing a supporting resonance of harmony and
harmonic rhythm of the music. These continuo parts are not
cast in stone. The guidance notes in the score detail how their
music may be radically altered, rescored, thinned out, even
omitted altogether.
To conclude this extended blog on the ‘how’ of the
composition of Sounding the Deep I want to join up what
I’ve discussed here about the origins of the libretto and the
musical sources with what has now become a finished score
for orchestra and bass voice. As blog records I began
working on the 20 Signature Moments having vigorously
pruned the libretto to about half its original length. Each
‘signature moment’ describes a section taken from the fivemovement libretto structure. The music imposes a distinct
signature on these sections and provides a structure from
which to develop an orchestral and vocal part. With these
signatures in place it was then possible to create a vocal score
for bass voice and piano by joining up and expanding the
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music of the signatures, taking care to make the ‘joins’
between the signatures as effective as possible. Inevitably, as
the vocal score progressed (it took just under a month to
complete), changes were made to the libretto, mainly
judicious pruning and a little rewriting. Overall, what the
soloist sings are the very words of William Beebe. For what
its worth I don’t know of any other composition to have used
such a technique. This device wasn’t so much planned as
evolved. I’m sure I’ll be using it again in the future . . .
I do see this work as an orchestral piece with a bass soloist.
I’ve written it to enable the orchestra to enjoy the musical
journey of the piece without the soloist present. It was also
my original intention not to use those extra instruments that a
voluntary orchestra usually can only afford to bring in at the
final rehearsal. There is no harp, but at the request of the
conductor contra-bassoon and bass trombone are to be
allowed as optional extras. I believe there is now an issue
about some of these optional instruments doubling the vocal
part in places. The performance guidance notes make it clear
that such vocal doublings are optional and can be dispensed
with in performance (except for the horn duo doubling the
voice in the fourth movement – an idea developed at the
suggestion of the soloist James Gower).
I am aware that there are only few sections in the score that
are exclusively for full orchestra alone. The notion of the
bass voice giving a meaningful ‘lecture’ to a strict 20-minute
time limit precluded this. There are, however, many, many
opportunities for instrumental soloists to feature from every
part of the orchestra. The changes in the orchestration are
kaleidoscopic in their variety and, as I explain in the
performance guidance notes, this orchestration can be
creatively readjusted. My rationale with the orchestration has
been to attempt the best balance of bass voice and orchestra
possible without diminishing the musical contribution of the
orchestra, indeed I have placed the orchestra in a prominent
musical role. I don’t think of the orchestra as being just an
accompanist. It has been suggested that the vocal part is one
long recitative. I think this is misjudged comment, but will
happily point to a number of short passages in the third
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movement where a recit-like quality was indeed the
intention.
I hope this explanation of the ‘how’ of this new composition
will have provided a partial response to some of the
‘comments’ received on this blog recently. My thanks to
those members of the orchestra who clearly went to
considerable trouble to set up a proxy server to make these
comments anonymously.
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Part III.
Composing Shoals

January 6, 2012

Blaze
Here’s the third and final draft of the full-score of Blaze for
eight percussionists and electroacoustic sound. Blaze has an
essential part to play in the six-piece suite Shoals
commissioned by Hull Philharmonic Society for regional
student ensembles. Blaze not only opens and closes the suite
but its five movements act as links between the other parts of
Shoals.
Blaze is imagined as a western take on the music of the
gamelan, the orchestra of percussion instruments found on
the islands of Java and Bali – and now in many centres of
music education all over the world. In gamelan music every
player learns every part, plays from memory, and references
each part to a kind of generic melody, a melody nobody plays
but everyone knows (that’s a bit of simplification but it will
have to do for now!). In Blaze there’s a similar idea. The
score is laid out as parts of Rhythm, Melody, Chords and
Textures. Every player needs to know the Rhythm part really
well . . . and that’s where the learning of this piece begins.

The scoring of the work involves eight ‘kits’ of instruments
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and a Wii controller able to trigger and control
electroacoustic sounds (samples and processing). Like the
gamelan the instrumentation is not fixed, but a suggested list
is provided. The music can be played in many different ways
and combinations. It could be played as a SOLO piece
featuring just the Rhythm part. It could be played as DUO
with Rhythm and Melody . . . and so on. It will make
absolute sense and be fun to play! Each additional part will
simply add more colour and energy to the music.
The eight percussionists of Blaze start and end the music as a
samba band parading into and out of the performance space
playing a samba in 5/4! This opening is to be devised by
players and composer in the traditional street music manner.

Then follows five notated pieces of around a minute in
duration. Played between each of the other Shoals these
pieces involve some energetic changes of tempo, vigorous
rhythms and lively dynamics. There are also inserts for
electroacoustic sounds, textural and ornamental interventions
and physical gestures and movements based on the hand and
body signals developed by divers to communicate
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underwater. The sonic inserts are single sound events, either
a hit followed by the sound’s resonance, or a continuous roll
or glissando over a set of instruments.
In this the third and final draft of the full-score all the
conventionally notated music is made available to the players
plus the texture / ornament interventions, and electroacoustic
inserts. You’ll notice we’re using colour coding to make it
possible for players to work from a performance score rather
than a part (though players will probably need 2 music stands
apiece). If players have access to a laptop they don’t even
have to print out the performance score. The downloadable
PDF is in a landscape format, so it automatically fills the
screen. Just hit the space bar and the page should turn!

Reference recordings of the rhythm, melody, and chordal
parts are now available on the next blog publication so that
the players and tutor tutors can to listen to or download MP3
simulations of the music. This basic material will also allow
the four postgraduate students at Hull University’s Filey
Road Studios in Scarborough to get down to business with
their electroacoustic inserts.
So you know, Blaze has been designed so it can be played as
a continuous piece with / without the samba band intro and
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outro, and with or without the optional inserts. I’m hoping it
will prove a useful repertoire piece for both student and
professional percussion ensembles.
Any questions or problems don’t hesitate to contact me via
my e-mail address tonalitysystems@mac.com or place a
‘comment’ on this blog.
Enjoy.
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January 10, 2012

Blaze – The Reference Recordings
Today’s blog follows closely on Friday’s when I made
available the draft full-score of Blaze, a six-minute piece for
percussion ensemble. Now I’m posting the five reference
recordings that will act as a rehearsal aid for the eight
percussionists from the Hexagon, the East Riding Music
Centre in Beverely (director Christopher Sykes). The
recordings are simulations of the score using sound samples
of percussion instruments. The recordings do not include the
electroacoustic material currently being put together by
students at Hull University or the layers of textural
interventions. Together these two elements make for a sonic
kaleidoscope of timbres and dynamic effects that in
performance will often momentarily hide the background
rhythm, melody and chordal material. So it makes for a better
reference recording to ignore these elements at the outset of
learning the music. Later on when the electroacoustic
material is in place I’ll add this to a new set of recordings
together with some of prominent textural interventions. Some
of these interventions use instruments that don’t feature in
my sample library, like the musical saw (or metal wobble
sheet).
The other kind of reference material I often provide are MIDI
files. Unlike the MP3 files below these have to be played on
a MIDI sequencer. The files contain control data to playback
sound samples stored on a General MIDI synthesizer. Most
computers now have such a synthesiser in software, but
originally composers used standalone MIDI modules. I have
used these devices for making reference recordings since the
late 1980s. Indeed I have several in my studio, but the current
module used for the Blaze recordings is a Roland Sound
Canvas SC-D70 from 1993. The module contains a vast
library of percussion sounds including a whole gamelan and
many exotic instruments I’ve never heard of. The advantage
of MIDI files rather than MP3s is that they can be made to
play at any tempo and you can mute tracks of the
orchestration you might not want to hear.
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There are many musicians I know who simply won’t give
reference recordings houseroom. They are an anathema to
some who, if you say ‘would you like to hear the piece
you’re currently studying?’ will, on principle, refuse. Others,
including many professional musicians I’ve worked with,
embrace the reference recording with enthusiasm. When I
first worked with BBC NOW in 1999 I was, it seemed, the
first composer in the orchestra’s experience to offer players
access to such recordings on CD, and if I didn’t make a
reference recording available for a new piece I was quickly
asked for one! I found performers would listen to these
recordings whilst driving the car or on those tedious coach
journeys the orchestra often made across Wales. Now access
to the Internet has made the CD irrelevant. The reference
recordings go on smart phones and e-books, downloaded as
MP3s from the web.
I mentioned gaily to some of my musical colleagues that this
new percussion piece referenced the gamelan orchestra of the
Indonesian archipelago. It was certainly a term most people
had heard but some confessed they knew very little about the
medium. This set me thinking about when I first discovered
this beautiful ensemble. I reckon it was in references to the
experience of composers Debussy and Ravel who visited the
Paris exhibition of 1889 and were entranced by a gamelan
orchestra of native musicians from Java.
In a 1913 Revue S.I.M. article, Debussy writes:
There used to be–indeed, despite the troubles that
civilization has brought, there still are–some
wonderful peoples who learn music as easily as one
learns to breathe. Their school consists of the eternal
rhythm of the sea, the wind in the leaves, and a
thousand other tiny noises, which they listen to with
great care, without ever having consulted any of those
dubious treatises. Their traditions are preserved only
in ancient songs, sometimes involving dance, to
which each individual adds his own contribution
century by century. Thus Javanese music obeys laws
of counterpoint which make Palestrina seem like
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child’s play. And if one listens to it without being
prejudiced by one’s European ears, one will find a
percussive charm that forces one to admit that our
own music is not much more than a barbarous kind of
noise more fit for a travelling circus. (Debussy on
Music, trans. Richard Langham Smith, [New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1977], quoted in Tamagawa, p. 22)
For Debussy the resonating piano was his own gamelan.
Listen to Pour le Piano, Pagodes and L’isle yoyeuse.

For me the attraction of the gamelan has not been so much a
musical one, but as an example of a phenomenon of
democratic musical activity. The nearest equivalent to this we
have in our culture is the amateur or voluntary brass band. I
was privileged to spend a year in the early 1990s as National
Officer for the British Federation of Brass Bands and had the
experience of seeing many bands in which young and old,
beginners and consummate professionals sat side by side –
just as they do in the Indonesian gamelan orchestras. Jazz and
rock bands and some ensembles focusing on systems or
minimalist music have something of the gamelan aesthetic
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too – being able to work on intricate scores from memory,
knowing the whole score rather than just one part, being
flexible in the structuring of musical sections.
It is very easy to be seduced by the sound of the ostinato,
which plays such a part in Gamelan music, as a structural
device. In Blaze the necessary brevity of the five pieces
precludes this. But the influence is there, particularly in the
fourth section. This brings together a gentle, rather measured,
sequence of music marked pp with a fiery and double-speed
interjection played fff. This is a common ploy in gamelan
composition, possibly to grab the attention of the audience
who may be dozing a little. Traditional gamelan
performances can go on all night.
In our time we’ve been fortunate to have the transcriptions of
composer Colin McPhee who lived in Bali with his wife Jane
Belo (a disciple of Margaret Mead) in the 1930s learning to
play gamelan music and then transcribe it for modern. It’s his
work for pianos and orchestra Tabuh Tabuhan that he’s best
known.
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McPhee’s transcriptions have been a valuable reference
source for composers such as Benjamin Britten who not only
visited Bali himself but also wrote a full-length ballet The
Prince of the Pagodas in which he simulates the gamelan
orchestra with a large tuned percussion section.
If you’ve haven’t yet downloaded the score of Blaze from
last Friday’s blog now is a good time because it’s in its final
draft with a full introduction, a guide to performance (how
players might negoitate the 55 instruments required in the
score), a full instrument list and a couple of pages of
performance notes. Eventually they’ll be several extra pages
explaining the musical basis of the piece and detailing the
technical aspects of the electroacoustic part. One thing to say
here though is that this piece joins other pieces in the Shoals
sequence in being created out of the Deep Sea Diver poem.
Word letters and syllabic content are brought together to
make the core material of the music. The poem is split up
into 5 sections. In Movements 1 and 2 you can clearly
see/hear see the downward aspect of the melodic phrases,
though each phrase ends with an upward phrase. In
Movements 3 – 5 this is reversed, with an upward aspect in
the melodic phrases, but with each phrase (usually) ending
with a downward phrase.
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Unlike the gamelan Blaze does use changes of tonality within
some of the five pieces, particularly in the ‘gamelan’
movement No.4. Here there are in fact two tonality sequences
present, one pentatonic, one chromatic. Gamelan has its own
special scales, the five-note slendro (Javanese) and the sevennote pelog (Balanese).
Maybe someone can tell me if there’s a gamelan in or around
Hull?
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January 20, 2012

Never Day and Under Night
The last week or so has seen the completion of final versions
of three of the six Shoals, this suite of pieces composed for
student ensembles across Hull, the East Riding and
Lincolnshire and to be premiered at Hull City Hall in March.
My last two blogs have focused on Blaze, an ambitious work
for eight percussionists from the Hexagon Music Centre in
Beverley. This work in 5 movements based on Robert
Francis poem Deep Sea Diver (something shared by all six
Shoals) has proved a very demanding score to execute, not
just in composing the rhythms and pitches, but in rising to the
challenge of notating its performance score – for 55
instruments (and that’s not counting those in the samba band
that act as an intro and outro to the sequence of pieces.) The
music has been through several drafts now (each one
downloadable from the web) and thanks to the most helpful
observations of the East Riding Music Services tutor for
percussion Chris Sykes I’ve finally produced a finished
score.

A page from the final score of Blaze.
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On completing Blaze my immediate task was to bring
together the many pages of ideas and descriptions to compose
another octet, this time for a large cello ensemble in eight
parts. This Shoal has been commissioned by Hull
Philharmonic Society for the Lincolnshire Youth Cello
Ensemble director Glenis Malkin. This is a wonderful
ensemble of 34 talented cellists who come from all over
Lincolnshire for regular Sunday rehearsals. I was able to
work with this ensemble last July and really enjoyed the
experience. You can read about that session here. The
students tackled two specially-written studies I’d created
(using some extended cello techniques and effects) and an
arrangement I’d made of a short keyboard work from the
Mulliner Book by Thomas Tallis. I’m off to Boston this
Sunday to rehearse their new work – Never Day and Under
Night completed just this week.

Lincolnshire Youth Cello Ensemble.

Never Day and Under Night is a 5-minute single-movement
work for cellos with two optional parts for double bass and a
backdrop of electroacoustic sounds. I was particularly keen to
compose an antiphonal work in at least 8 parts for the
Lincolnshire group, partly because I tend to associate cello
ensembles with an 8-part texture, partly because this
ensemble normally works in just four parts. I’ve had the
sound of eight cellos in my head for years, knowing well that
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exotic aria for Bachianas Brasilieras No 5 by Heitor VillaLobos who added a wordless coloratura soprano to his Bach
inspired composition.

There also a striking work by Pierre Boulez for the intrepid
listener called Messagesquisse. This is for solo cello and six
cellos.
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My own piece is very different from both these possible
models. It focuses on the mid and lower ranges of the cello,
there’s no treble clef writing here. I described the cello sound
of this piece to a friend the other day. I reckoned it had the
quality of warm dark chocolate! True, the title has a lot to do
with both the ‘sound’ and the musical forms of this
composition, but I think the recent experience of working
with the ideas behind the Balinese gamelan has also
influenced the way I’ve written the score.
Instead of the two-voice rhythmic thread used at the heart of
in Blaze, Never Day has an antiphonal dialogue between two
cello parts (the fourth and fifth). This duo expands outwards
to four, then six, then eight, then (with those extra basses) ten
parts in toto. You could play the work with just two cellos . .
. (just as you can play Blaze with the solo Rhythm part), and I
hope the Lincolnshire cellists will try these different
combinations and it will remain a ‘useful’ piece in their
repertoire in the future. I’ve mentioned in a previous blog the
same kind of versatility found in my much performed
ensemble work Metanoia. This notion of both a variable
ensemble and a variable score is something I take from my
studies and love of 16 & 17 C music.
I spent a lot of time preparing to compose Never Day. I wrote
verbal descriptions, made drawings of how the music might
be structured, and reacquainted myself with several books I
have on cello technique. Reading recently Jonathan Harvey’s
book on Music and Inspiration I was interested to learn that
many composers regard this kind of activity as an essential
(though little recognised) part of the composing process. You
need to build up knowledge about your forthcoming piece,
and that means learning as much as you can about the
instruments, their repertoire, any extra-musical background
there might be (my background is the huge subject of
oceanography) and so on. But, as always, there comes a point
where you have to start putting notes on paper. I often don’t
expect to hear the piece in my head until I’m actually
composing notes, but for this piece I did hear clearly a
possible opening. I was riding my bicycle around a very
frosty park early one morning . . . and there was the opening
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in my head. This does not happen very often! If I say now
that I wrote the first forty-three bars in one sitting I’m
probably giving completely the wrong idea about how I
compose. It took me about four hours before I felt there was a
point in the music where I needed to stop and look about a
bit.
I have to say I was prompted to try this ‘just go for it’
strategy (which is not my practice at all) from the example of
a composer I really admire – Kevin Volans. At last year’s
Proms Composer Portrait Volans described how he wrote his
music: ‘I just start. I never look or listen back. When I get to
the end of a day’s composing I often cease in mid bar and the
next morning I do not take any notice of what I may have
written the day before. I just carry on.’
I’ve never tried this approach except (possibly) in some
songs I wrote very quickly in the space of one day before
Christmas – my second set of songs to Quaker texts called
The Conscience Pure. But nevertheless Never Day may be
truly my first through-composed ‘don’t look back’
composition. Mind you, when the music was finished (it
seemed to finish itself) I did look back, and I did make some
structural changes and a lot of edits. So this is why the work
is dedicated to Kevin Volans…
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Volans has written some fine music for cello, notably a Cello
Concerto of which he claims to have composed the entire
cello solo first before adding a note of the music for
orchestra. But his most famous piece has to be White Man
Sleeps for the magical world of the Kronos Quartet (who
arrive in the UK next week for a residency at the Barbican).
You can hear my work Objects of Curiosity written for the
Kronos in 2004 here. This is a one-movement quartet
inspired by the architecture of Will Alsop.

The score and parts of Never Day and Under Night are now
available in the Educational Resources archive of this blog.
You can download a copy of the full-score here and listen to
a reference recording (though without the electroacoustic
inserts) – Best come to Hull City Hall on 17 March to hear
those…
Before I get away from the cello completely I‘ll mention a
new work I’m preparing for Irish cellist Miriam Roycroft.
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This piece (as yet untitled) is to be my homage to Benjamin
Britten whose centenary will be celebrated in 2013. My new
work will be a piece that can be played both as a solo and as
a duo with piano. It will also have a visual element to it in a
further collaboration with the artist Alice Fox and digital
technologist Phil Legard (see Fifteen Images). It receives its
premiere at a Yorkshire Live Music Project concert in May at
Wooley Hall (close to Yorkshire Sculpture Park).

Finally, my third setting of Deep Sea Diver is also available
on the archive along with a reference recording. Composed
for Louth Junior Choir (singing with members of the
Licnolnshire County Junior Choir) I created a different
setting to allow for different electroacoustic material than
originally planned and not quite such a demanding choral
part. This setting focuses on the use of drones over which the
5 main sections of the text are sung. It was an intriguing
business to set this poem for the third time! I think this is the
best!
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January 28, 2012

To the Dark Unseen
This past week I’ve been working on To the Dark Unseen.
This is the final composition to be completed in the six-piece
suite Shoals. Destined for performance on March 17 by
student ensembles from East Riding, Hull and Lincolnshire
To the Dark Unseen is a five-minute work scored for string
dectet composed for string players who meet regularly at the
Hexagon, The East Riding Music Service’s centre in
Beverley. Of all the six pieces this is possibly the most
radical and yet the easiest to listen to. It’s a three-movement
double violin concerto in miniature set against a wash of
Aeolian modal harmony. So far so good, but in compositional
terms, and in what is required by the performers, it is very
different from the other five Shoals.
String dectets are pretty thin on the ground so my models for
this composition were not easy to find. In the end I took a
score from my own library, Shaker Loops by John Adams.
The original version I have is for septet, but the work is so
unusual, so very arresting and beautiful I felt it was a good
place to begin thinking about the ‘problem’ of having two
string quartets come together with two double basses.
Although well-known in its later version for string orchestra I
love the intimacy of the septet original. Having experienced a
Shaker community with its simple, beautiful furniture and
artefacts, and as a Quaker knowing something of being
shaken by the spirit, this music speaks to me in a special way.
Looking at the score is rather disconcerting however. It is one
of the few pieces I know where the magic of its sound world
does not seem to reveal its secrets from a study of the notated
music – most instruments rarely play more than five notes. I
have a gentle feeling this might be the same for To the Dark
Unseen. The following example from Shaker Loops on
YouTube was made by a group of teenage string players . . .
very impressive.
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My new score is computer music. I’ve mentioned in previous
blogs that many of my scores have their origins not on
manuscript paper, a MIDI sequencer or scorewriter but in the
hard programming world of a language called LISP, one of
the foundation languages of artificial intelligence. Over the
past 25 years I’ve worked as a developer on a software LISPbased application called Symbolic Composer. To the Dark
Unseen was devised first in text that when compiled into a
MIDI file enabled me to audition then sculpt the whole
composition, albeit in its three separate parts.
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The Symbolic Composer environment.

In my last blog I described composing Never Day and Under
Night entirely from my imagination triggered by a tiny phrase
I’d heard in my head (but supported by much preparation and
experimentation over several weeks). I used Kevin Volans’
approach of ‘going for it’ and ‘not looking/listening back’.
With To the Dark Unseen I took a completely different
direction. The preparation and experimentation was still
important, indeed even more extensive than the work I put in
for the cello ensemble.
Quite why and how I thought of the premise for this string
dectet I can’t now recall – it’s some months ago that I first
considered creating a work using open strings and 2nd
harmonics only. But this hardly radical idea developed a
twist – I would detune one of the string quartets to give me a
complete Aeolian mode. It was sometime later that I began to
think of that Aeolian ‘sound’ as the backdrop to a
concertante work.
When a composer uses a computer language to create a new
work s/he does so with the aim of devising a rough prototype
of the music from which a special kind of improvisation with
the material and the ensemble can be progressed. All the
techniques and elements that will make up the composition
have to be identified exactly. This means a decision has to be
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made (initially at least) about the tonalities, the rhythmic
elements, the pitch continuum, the form and structure, the
instrumentation. This programme can be very rough indeed,
but once in place progress can be astonishingly fast.
My commission was to compose a 5-minute work. An
immediate thought was to escape the ebb and flow of
additive rhythmics so common to my music (and very present
in Shoals) and think in clock time rather than virtual time. I
chose 1 second per beat, 60 beats to a minute. I began to
imagine a web of sounds without the strong – weak stress of
conventional metrics.
The next step was to construct a timesheet, a graphic
representation of the beat/space activity of the proposed
music. I imagine I have 60 spaces across a grid of 10
instruments (9 parts actually as the double basses play a
single part). These instruments can play or be silent; there
can be a beat or a space. I can devise this from a prime
inversion array, the kind of thing Alban Berg used in his
Lyric Suite, only Berg probably spent weeks getting the
output of his array mechanism. I can do mine in a split
second and finetune it to my heart’s content. With this data I
can produce my time-sheet. Here’s the sheet for the first 60
seconds or so of the piece.

Symbolic Composer timesheet for To the Dark Unseen.
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This all sounds highly speculative, and it is. But alongside
this speculation there is a lot of hard ‘musical’ data. I have to
create ‘tonalities’ that represent the play of open strings and
second harmonics as I need to produce the most interesting
and varied material I can for those six string players in all
whose music will only consist of these sounds. I have to
decide if their pitches will require rhythms to play ‘inside’
each beat. I have to consider dynamics too. And once this is
done, just what / how are the two solo muted violins going to
play?

A visualisation of the 'hopalong' algorithm,
used in the composition of the piece.

The inclusion of two soloists I decided upon quite late in the
day – having already computed the background texture and
its form and structure. The solo parts will be devised from a
Hopalong algorithm. The Hopalong is a fractal generator
producing two outputs, each output a kind of reflection of the
other. Above is just one possible visualisation of it. It’s a
neat device ,though one that can produce the most boring
minimalist music! But if you know how to subvert the
parameters of the algorithm a little it will produce very
striking, almost Bach-like duets. Not that I want a Bach-like
duet, but for me double violin concertos start with Bach’s D
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minor BWV 1043. Pause here: to listen to my favourite
interpreters of the work , Rachel Podger and Andrew Manze.

So gradually To the Dark Unseen gathered into itself all
kinds of musical detail until, after many experiments,
additions and deletions, I began to get a piece that might be
worth putting into Common Music Notation. This is done by
taking the MIDIfile output of my programme and importing
it into the scorewriter I use. There is the whole piece
immediately in score.
That is not the end of the process. Far from it. Although I
could work on the programme until I produced an almost
performance-ready score, I have learnt that it’s often better to
interact with the notation at an early stage because computers
know very little about string technique (although they can
taught – programmed I mean). So I now ‘massage’ the
computed material using my own experience as a string
player and all those years of writing for strings.
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You can download the score of To the Dark Unseen on the
educational resources page.
Interestingly enough my first major composition using
Computer Aided Composition (CAC) was for a solo string
instrument. Array was a commission from Channel 4 for the
violinist Professor Paul Robinson who used to lead the
wonderful Medici Quartet. It was a piece composed to
demonstrate the kind of algorithms that in the mid 1990s
composers (especially Ligeti) were just beginning to explore
as ‘possible’ tools for music composition. Array for solo
violin is set out in dance movements like a Bach solo partita
though given very 20C titles. There’s an extensive
introduction to this work on my web archive.
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An excerpt the movement Gestures from Array.

To conclude this introduction to computer music I’m going to
include in the resources section of this website the three score
files that created To the Dark Unseen. If my description
above engages the curiosity these files can be examined on
any text editor. On my website there are many examples of
annotations that have been made of such score files.

The cello ensemble taking a break.
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Last Sunday I drove over 100 miles to Boston in Lincolnshire
to hear the first rehearsal of Never Day and Under Night for
cello ensemble. It was an impressive start to this new work
by players from the Lincolnshire Youth Cello Ensemble
director Glenis Malkin. We had a valuable two hours in
which we secured the notes of the whole piece. Whilst I
conducted Glenis was everywhere putting in fingering and
playing along with different parts. I’m hoping though she
will conduct the performance as she is such an inspirational
musician. Sadly both the double basses I’d hoped would add
an extra dimension to the score were unavailable at the very
last moment. But as I described in the blog last week the
score has been written to make their participation optional.
Our next rehearsal on 27 February will bring in the
electroacoustic sounds I hope to use to enrich this piece on 17
March. I’m quietly hoping players from the Hull
Philharmonic Orchestra will have a go at this piece too as I
hear that a cello ensemble occasionally meets in Hull. The
score and parts are available to download in the resources
section of the project website.

Boston, Lincolnshire.
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February 3, 2012

Into the Green Inverted Dawn
In the latter half of this week I’ve been composing some
extra material to be inserted into two of the six Shoals. The
first receiving this treatment is Into the Green Inverted Dawn
composed for the Cranbrook String Quartet. This is an
experienced quartet of VI formers in Hull who rehearse under
the guidance of violist Helga Penny. When I met them in July
they read through the 2-part version of my new quartet with
some ease, despite the complex metre changes. Although
their usual territory is Dvorak and Haydn they ‘got’ the idea
straight away that a 2/4 bar followed by a 5/16 bar is just a
question of keeping that sixteenth pulse in your head. Rock
and jazz musicians do it all the time. It came quite naturally
to this quartet and their rehearsal video made at the
Albermarle in July is inspiring.

Nigel Morgan and the Cranbrook Quartet
at their first rehearsal last July.

In my last blog I wrote about another string piece, To the
Dark Unseen, being computer music; a score composed
entirely by programming in Lisp. Into the Green Inverted
Dawn is a companion piece in that respect. As with all the
Shoals the poem by Robert Francis Deep Sea Diver is at the
heart of the music, but probably more so in this quartet than
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in any other Shoal, except the choral version.
Here’s part of the introductory notes to this string quartet:
Into the Green Inverted Dawn uses the text of the
poem to generate its music. Nigel Morgan used this
device in a recent Quintet for piano and winds
(composed for Stephen Hough and members of the
Berlin Philharmonic). In Quintet he took a long
‘stream of consciousness’ poem and found a way of
providing musical transformations for different
nouns, verbs, conjunctions and so on. You can
explore the score and recording of Quintet on Nigel’s
web archive.
Deep Sea Diver as a poem couldn’t be more different from
the one used in Quintet. It’s quite short and has mainly onesyllable words. The composer has employed a few of the
devices found in Quintet but has made one fundamental
transformation, which you can see easily when looking at the
score.The poem is split into two parts: in part one each word
from the text is sorted so that the words ‘descend’ like this –
“Diver go down” becomes vried og wond ; in part two, each
word in the text is sorted so that the words ‘ascend’ like this
– “Diver come up” becomes deirv cemo pu. The organisation
of the text is never rigorous because each part is slightly
modified depending on the grammatical content. In the
introduction to the piece you can see the whole poem as a
parallel text with the original words placed next to the sorted
words.
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Text sorting and mapping to pitches.

This is how the alphabet is mapped on to musical pitches:

Pitch mapping.

Of course, there’s a friendly computer system behind this that
does all the processing of text to pitch in an instant. If you
want to find out more about the software that does this (and
very much more), look on the Internet under Symbolic
Composer.
In the extended three-section version of this string quartet
there’s a new middle section in which the text is used ‘as is’,
without sorting into descent or ascent. In the earlier version
all conjunctions and prepositions were given a 1/16
(semiquaver) rhythmic value – every other part of speech is
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an 1/8 (quaver) rhythmic value. In the ‘as is’ section its
verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs that are given that the
sixteenth value, everything else an eighth.
But the music isn’t just one long melody made from strings
of words. There’s more to it in the shape of applying one of
those computer functions described in last week’s blog. In
particular there’s a function called gen-accompaniment.. This
takes a word, inverts the letters around a tritone of the
chromatic tonality, shuffles it the word order or phrase,
remixes it with the word itself and the result is a new twopart texture. This can be also be ‘demixed’ to produce a
completely separate line of music.
At this point it is quite fair to wonder what this has to do with
music! If you thought composers just ‘heard’ music in their
heads and wrote it down you would be wrong. Since the
‘speculative music’ of the early Renaissance composers have
sought patterns with numbers and words that could be
translated into melodic and rhythmic material. Composers
don’t always trust their imagination to provide original pitch
orders and so often turn to non-musical patterns to liberate
them from the possibility of plagiarism. Abstractions of
‘things’ – a poem, a building, a film scenario, the trajectories
of flight, even other musics have all played their part in
providing this composer with starting points for composition.
What is going to be interesting about listening to the whole
Shoals sequence is that there are three compositions created
as a result of Computer Assisted Composition – Blaze is the
third CAC piece – and three pieces made without this aid. I
don’t feel my music is intrinsically any different from being
‘made’ in these two different ways.
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Finally, I should mention that this quartet was written to
provide four student musicians with the opportunity to ‘make
the work their own’. If you download the score (see below)
there are detailed guidance notes about devising an
interpretation. Unlike many composers of my generation I’m
interested in what the late Susan Bradshaw called
‘interpretative space’. There’s a lot of hyper-complex music
about that puts the player into a straight-jacket of complexity
– compound irrationals, a dynamic or timbre instruction on
every note, even indications of bodily movements. The
pianist Ian Pace, whose repertoire includes some fiendishly
difficult music, explained to me once that the reason he saw
for this phenomenon was to make it impossible for the player
to superimpose any interpretative gestures that might belong
to earlier musics. One of the problems I have with
Schoenberg’s music is that so much that goes on behind the
atonality might as well be Brahms. So I have developed two
composing strategies to get around complexity.
The first is to take the context of pre-Classical music as a
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model. Most pre-18th century performers were composers
and there was an expectation that a musician would bring to
any performances his (and it was then predominantly men of
course) skill as an inventor of music. A score was a rough
guide, a map on a journey, not a command; there was an
expectation by a composer that musicians would give written
music their personal stamp by extending the musical surface
with not just ornamentation but invention. I’ve always
wished to encourage this in all my scores . . . and in Into the
Green inverted Dawn I do just that.
The other strategy is based on what I have encountered in the
field of jazz composition and performance. For me the young
generation of jazz musicians are the ‘true’ musicians of
today. They understand the mechanisms of tonal and musical
language in a way that was an expectation – even a century
ago. Not so today when so many professional musicians
haven’t a clue how a piece of new music is made – so they
just ‘play the notes’ as best they can: this approach was
actually rubber-stamped by Stravinsky of all people! I,
however, delight in writing for and working with musicians
who need to understand the mechanisms of the music they
are playing – as jazz musicians do. It is my hope that some of
that invention and spontaneity will find its way into the
continuo quartet of Sounding the Deep. And while we’re on
this subject of understanding and knowledge I could say that
this is the reason for this blog – to help the community of
musicians involved with this project get to know something
about how my music is made.
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Jazz pianist Matthew Robinson performing Nigel Morgan's
Fifteen Images (for keyboard and tenor instrument).

The other Shoal that needed an insertion is a new piece for
Wind Quintet. Originally titled Deep Sea Diver it’s been
renamed Weird Water Land. This is another ‘Descent –
Ascent’ piece, but written very much with a young group of
players in mind. The whole score is in 2/4 and there’s a
friendly tonal / modal feel to the whole piece. Quartal
harmony features prominently – something I picked up from
Vincent Persichetti’s wonderful book on harmony, and
listening to Miles Davis. It’s a playful piece with the quintet
performing tutti most of time. Like the string quartet, the
insertion point comes at the dead centre of the work when the
horn stops the music with a loud two-note ‘call’ fortissimo.
The insert is a gentle play of duos and trios displaying new
timbre combinations whilst holding on to many of the
rhythmic figures of the opening ‘descent’.
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Chords from the opening of Weird Water Land.

Listening to it through in my head I am reminded of a wind
quintet that I gave particular care and attention to studying,
the wonderful Summer Music by Samuel Barber. This has to
be one of the finest wind quintets ever composed. I heard it
as a teenager and played the vinyl record to destruction: I
love it still. It’s a glorious fresh piece that for me speaks of
the woods and lakes of East Coast USA and those deeply
affecting paintings of Andrew Wyeth I discovered on my first
visit to Tanglewood in 1969.
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Curiously enough Weird Water Land is my first wind quintet.
I’ve composed a quartet called EDGE and used a four-piece
wind ensemble in the Quintet for piano and winds. There’s
also a wind octet version (after Mozart) of my Fifteen
Images.

This is where my personal blog ends for the Sounding the
Deep project. All the music is now complete and available on
this site. After 17 March I plan to bring the whole blog
together as a Kindle e-book.
If you’re looking to download full-scores of Sounding the
Deep in both its versions and listen to MP3 reference
recordings you can find them here. All the educational
materials and Shoals scores and MP3s are available here.
I’m hoping to persuade a series of guest contributors to write
this blog weekly between now and March 17.
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Appendix.
Guest Blogs

February 27, 2012

Sounding Shoals
Here is the first in a series of guest blogs from collaborators
in the Sounding the Deep project. This blog has been written
by Macon, Niall, Ben and Tom – four MA students from Hull
University who are collaborating with student ensembles to
introduce elements of electroacoustic sound to their
performances.
As MA students of Sonic Arts, we have been working closely
with the Sounding the Deep team to compose complimentary
Electroacoustic, or ‘Tape’ parts for each of the Shoals
compositions.
Our backgrounds vary; as a group we have experiences
working within fixed media composition, IDM (Intelligent
Dance Music), audio visual works and live laptop
improvisation; as well as collaborative projects with dance
groups and visual artists. The prospect of combining our
experiences with the new challenge, of a number of classical
ensembles, was certainly exciting.

Filey Studios.

he nature of the sonic landscape we have aimed to create
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eludes to an underwater world and draws direct influence
from the literary work Deep Sea Diver by Robert Francis.
Each of the Shoals draws on this influence differently and
also attempts to work with the instrumental nature of each
piece in a complimentary fashion.
The most exciting part of the project is the fusion of the two
art forms; the exposure of contemporary electronic music to
an audience who may not have experienced its effect. The
addition of diffusing the parts around the space will add to
the overall nature of the music; immersing the audience in a
sonic world, as new and strange as William Beebe’s voyage
into the deep.

William Beebe in his Bathysphere.

We have been creating textures and environments from our
own recordings using submerged hydrophones in
Scarborough’s South Bay, studio recordings of percussive
instruments and natural materials being put under stress; as
well as soundscape field recordings and sampled zoological
recordings. We are also experimenting with different spatial
techniques to incorporate into the performance. Working
with Andrew Lewis’ (Bangor University) BAT tools we can
spatialise textures and environments to act almost as shoaling
fish behave, moving sounds within a surround space. This
aims to bring together not only musical and electronic
performance but also ties together the original inspiration for
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the work; the wonder and descriptions of a newfound world,
the perception of new experiences.
The composition process so far has included the
aforementioned field recordings and studio based recording
sessions but has mainly taken place within one of the
University’s 5.1 studios, crafting and processing sounds;
working towards Nigel’s visions for the accompaniment as
well infusing our own take on the varying works.

Discussing Shoals at Filey Studios.

Composing to compliment another existing work has thrown
up its own challenge: our own works either focus on a
completely imaginary sound ‘world’ but Shoals has its own
very unique context and the existing musical themes dictate
emotion and movement in a very clear way; an approach of
less is more has more often than not become crucial.
However, it has been important to establish the importance of
the Electroacoustic sections and sounds as their own entity
and to give them their own sections of dominance over the
musical elements; attempting to achieve ‘harmony’ between
both parties. A challenging prospect to say the least.
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The final stage for us is now to perfect the live aspects of
each performance, the reality of working with live musicians
is dawning and there are an increasing number of
performance aspects to define and it will be eye opening to
collaborate with the ensembles over the coming weeks in
preparation for the performance on the 17th of March.
Here is a sample from the Electroacoustic treatment of the
Shoals composition Never Day and Under Night. Since this
is a studio recording the instrumental part is simulated by a
computer.

… And here is Never Day and Under Night in rehearsal with
the Lincolnshire Youth Cello Ensemble!
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Niall Thomas, researching Electroacoustic Composition in
High Order Ambisonics, studied for his Undergraduate
degree at The University of Hull, Scarborough Campus. As
an Undergraduate he specialised in Audio Engineering and
Production as well as a Ambisonic Sonic Arts. His
Postgraduate research focusses on the relationship between
the Electroacoustic Composer and the chosen Sound Material
they work with. He is interested in collaborative practise in
different performance medium and working alongside
contemporary performers.
Ben Fowler, researching Electroacoustic Crossover
Composition, studied for his Undergraduate degree at The
University of Hull, Scarborough Campus. As an
Undergraduate he specialised in Electronic Composition. His
postgraduate research explores the fusion of Sonic Arts and
Modern Electronic Composition and the aesthetic outcomes.
He is a keen Drummer and Pianist interested in incorporating
live instrumental playing into Electronic Music.
Tom Wright, researching Audio Visual Composition,
studied for his Undergraduate degree at The University of
Hull, Scarborough Campus. As an Undergraduate he
specialised in Game Audio Sound Design. His postgraduate
research explores relationships between Electroacoustic
Composition and Visual Synchronisation as well as the
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relationship between the two in a live performance medium.
He is also a keen drummer, and has an extensive interest in
Sound Design for Game and Film.
Macon Holt, researching Failure and Faults as a tool in
Electronic Composition, studied for his Undergraduate
degree at The University of Surrey. As an undergraduate he
specialised in Free Improvisation and Post Vernacular
Popular Music Production. His Postgraduate research
explores society’s relationship with imperfection as it relates
to music and he is interested in Live Electronics with
Acoustic Instruments.
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March 1, 2012

Hull College: Music, Media and Dance
In October, Nigel Morgan and Phil Legard visited Hull
College to brief students on the ways in which they might
contribute to the presentation of Sounding the Deep by
collaborating across music, moving image and dance. In the
first semester students from BA Media and BA Music
Performance and Production collaborated on an audio visual
presentation. As you read this, Foundation Degree Dance
students are preparing their own response to the material.

The students have been working on two music, media and
dance pieces on the themes of ‘descent’ and ‘ascent’. These
are intended to bookend the performance of Sounding the
Deep. We included a preview of the ‘ascending’ music by
Danny Foster and Sam Hargreaves back in December and
look forward to hearing their work at Hull City Hall along
with the ‘descent’ by Matt Guy and Danny Hardwick.
Last week we asked the Media students to share with us
something of their experiences working on their contribution
of visuals on the ascent/descent theme:
“The main idea behind our video work was to take the
audience on a journey through the construction of the
Bathysphere and into the depths a half mile down with Beebe
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and Barton.

“We opened our piece the with a scene of the ocean shot by
Jason in black and white to create the illusion of old footage.
After this we began to mix with the archive footage of Beebe
and a helmet diver with the words of the poem Deep Sea
Diver.

“When the Bathysphere in the archive footage hits the waves,
we decided to cut to the 3D Bathysphere created by Jamie
Baker. The Bathysphere also has an interior, which we
composited with footage of deep sea life to simulate what
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Beebe may actually have seen through his view port as he
descended.

“The light scene at the end of the descent and the beginning
of the ascent was actually created by Jason and Richard
using Christmas lights in a dark room! This was then edited
together to create the illusion of the glowing sea creatures in
the dark half a mile down that William Beebe may have
seen.”
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March 5, 2012

Managing the Event
Continuing our guest contributor blogs, here are Event
Manager Graham Henderson’s thoughts on his role within
the project:
“We think we need your help.”
A cry late summer 2011 from Andrew Penny. Not a strangled
cry; a considered one, though at that stage they didn’t know
quite what help they needed. “We need someone to pull all
the bits together,” said Andrew. “A Stage Manager perhaps?”
“An Event Manager?” I ventured.

A draft floor plan for the event.

Event Management is largely common sense, though I do
work for some organisations (not this one, I hasten to add),
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who have very little of that. Actors are told that the essentials
in life are to know the lines and avoid bumping into the
furniture. Event Management is about putting all the
component parts in place and making sure that they happen
safely and smoothly. In the case of this concert, that’s an
orchestra, soloists and six ensembles, including one of more
than 20 cellos and basses, plus dancers too. The public (and
often, the client) don’t need to know the mechanics of the
operation, as long as it’s “all right on the night”. On the
night, the Event Manager’s task is more or less done. If he or
she has done the job properly, it’s a case of just keeping a
light hand on the tiller and guiding the ship (yes, let’s coin a
water-based metaphor), into port.
Do I need to understand the music? If I event manage an
exhibition or conference, do I need to understand what the
client is trying to say? That knowledge does not affect the
safe running of the event, but it does have a strong bearing on
the tone and style of presentation and I always make it my
business to take a special interest in the design and
interpretation of the event.
For Sounding The Deep, that has led to an interesting
differentiation between event management and production. I
do not see myself as producer of the concert and we do not
need a separate figure for this role. Nevertheless there are
areas where event management considerations, stray into
areas of artistic interpretation and the question arises, who
decides? After all, a conventional concert would not need
either figure and the conductor or musical director would
make all decisions. Where these issues have arisen, I make
decisions with Andrew Penny, in consultation with Nigel
Morgan.
For example; Running order for technicians: “6.45, Ambient
sound wash” – Houselights on or off? Colourwash on
orchestra? 7pm Dancers and video soundtrack: coloured light
on hall floor – these are considerations that would be the
responsibility of a play’s producer and be made for artistic, as
well as technical reasons.
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Student work at Hull College.

So I work in close co-operation with Andrew and Nigel,
hopefully not treading on their toes or unduly influencing
artistic endeavour. I do have many years’ experience in
concert production as well as artistic programming in radio
and video production, so hopefully I can venture informed
opinion. I have lent a small hand in implementing some
changes sought by Nigel Morgan, to Broadcast Media degree
students’ otherwise excellent work at Hull College, where I
have taught Media production in the past.
Norman Hartnell, the Queen’s dress designer was asked
where he’d be during the Coronation; he replied, “My dear, I
shall be in the south transept with my mouth full of pins!” On
the 17th, find me in a side aisle, with a roll of gaffa tape
perhaps, but otherwise quietly confident.
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March 5, 2012

The Scenario & a Teletype Prototype
Phil Legard writes:
In the performance of Sounding the Deep the bass-baritone
singer James Gower plays the part of William Beebe. It is
imagined that the performance will be staged to suggest that
it is a dramatic lecture by the great explorer on his deep sea
adventures. From the scenario of the score:
He (Beebe) comes on stage and gives a short spoken
introduction based on a series of slide-projected
photographs. These slides give the audience a brief
synopsis of his career as zoologist and protoecologist. They include images of the Bronx
Zoological Gardens (where he was the youngest ever
director), British Guiana, Malaysia and the Western
Himalaya.
After this presentation Beebe summons on stage his pianist
and they begin together to tell the story in song of The
Wonderer (Movement I), a sculpture in the San Francisco
Bohemian Club that so inspired Beebe’s work.

James Gower.
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After this introduction, consisting solely of Beebe and his
piano accompanist, the orchestra begins to enter the soundworld carrying the listener through Beebe’s reminiscences of
helmet diving, the construction of the Bathysphere and –
finally – his daring descent a half mile down.
In the libretto of Sounding the Deep, the fourth movement –
recounting the descent – actually has second and third
‘voices’ written into it. These ‘voices’ are imagined as being
those of Beebe’s assistant, Gloria Hollister, and of Otis
Barton. The Hollister voice reads off the depth readings
through out the movement, while the Barton voice adds his
own observations on the journey.

These ‘voices’ don’t necessarily have to be spoken – it may
actually be more practical to display them during the
movement, for example in a teleprinter-style consistent with
the period. Here’s a small work in progress that demonstrates
the possibilities – the music is taken from Nigel’s computer
simulation of the score and is for reference purposes only:
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The above was quickly prototyped with a visually-oriented
coding language known as Processing. Processing has been
used in a number of our projects (such as the Active Notation
system used in Fifteen Images) and is ideal for creating
graphical installations. It’s also a very concise language:
there are only about 100 lines of code in the program, and
most of those are the descriptive text you see above. In fact,
it took longer to convert the Processing output to a video
stream than it did to write the program itself!
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Processing code for the teletype sequence.
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March 8, 2012

Blaze @ The Hexagon
On Monday 5 March the East Riding Music Centre’s
Percussion Ensemble met for their first rehearsal of Blaze
with composer Nigel Morgan and the four post-graduate
students from the University of Hull’s Filey Studios in
Scarborough.
The composition of Blaze has already featured in two of the
composer’s diary entries during January. It’s a fivemovement piece for eight percussionists playing over 50
different instruments and has an optional part for
electroacoustic sounds. The sonic layer of this piece has been
imagined as sounds for a ninth percussionist playing a MIDI
trigger drum pad. Hitting this drum pad with a drum stick
send a signal direct to a computer that has a collection of
some sixty samples lined up in sequence – when one sample
is triggered the next is ‘cued’ to become ready for the next
‘hit’ of drumstick on the pad.

Nigel Morgan with the ERMC Percussion Ensemble
and Hull University students.

Although Blaze can be played as a complete sequential piece
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in context of the performance of Shoals, the collection of six
new works for student performers, its five movements have
been arranged to act as interludes between the other five new
pieces.
The electronic setup for this work seemed to work quite
flawlessly from start to finish. The only slight problem we
encountered was knowing precisely where the samples
should be triggered. Although the score does indicate a
possibly scenario for placing electroacoustic sounds this is
very much a starting point or guide for the collaborating
electroacoustic composer(s). Nigel Morgan and the Hull
University students worked in the studio with a reference
MIDI recording of the percussion part to try out possible
sounds and their placement. During that process some of the
original ‘sonic points or interventions’ where changed, often
to allow these often dramatic proposed sounds to have proper
space to sound out. The same principles that tend to govern
the use of ‘heavy’ percussion sounds such as a bass drum and
tam-tam apply to the kind of sounds chosen for Blaze.

In addition to the integration of the sounds themselves will be
their placement or diffusion. In the performance at Hull City
Hall this diffusion is to be handled by Dr Rob Mackay
director of Filey Studios. Although the electroacoustic
sounds were imagined as coming from within the ensemble
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itself there will also be certain continuous textures that
‘move’ outwards from the percussion instruments into and
around the hall.
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March 15, 2012

Schools and Shoals
Continuing our guest blogs, here are some thoughts on the
school workshops for Sounding the Deep. First we have some
words from Karen Constantine (educational coordinator for
the HPO Project Team), followed by the workshop notes of
Niall Thomas (a postgraduate student at Hull University,
delivering workshops with a group of fellow students).
Karen Constantine writes:
Sounding the Deep is an extraordinary contemporary music
project that will culminate in a special performance on March
17, 2012, in Hull City Hall. The Hull Philharmonic
Orchestra has teamed up with composer, Nigel Morgan, who
has created a 20-minute piece for orchestra and bass voice,
and six Shoals – shorter complementary pieces to be
performed by local youth ensembles.
Students from the Hull University Creative Music
Technology masters degree course are also involved,
providing an electroacoustic dimension to the work. As part
of the HPO’s extended constitutional aims to embrace music
education, we have invited the students to share some of their
exciting and innovative work with school and college pupils.
In order for pupils to gain most benefit from these
workshops, Nigel Morgan has collated material with
weblinks, developing the understanding of the potential role
of electroacoustics and other such devices. This is located on
the Sounding the Deep website at
www.soundingthedeep.co.uk. It could be accessed
independently by the students prior to the workshop and is, in
no way, designed to form part of any lesson. There will be
further material available to reinforce and develop this after
the workshops have been delivered.
On behalf of the HPO Project Team for Sounding the Deep, I
hope you gain insight into a new musical experience and also
join us for the complete performance on March 17.
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Niall Thomas writes:
Driffield Secondary School – GCSE/AS/A2 Music
Introduction to Computer Music
Driffield School was lucky enough to be equipped with 20 or
more laptops for the music students to use. This was a great
resource! This gave us another aspect to work on with the
students; live improvisation of electronic music.
We have been performing as part of SEALE, (Scarborough
Electroacoustic Laptop Ensemble) so we brought this
experience to the workshop. We installed a simple Max MSP
patch on each of the schools laptops which enabled a number
of pitch and granular synthesis processes to be applied to a
selection of samples. This again allowed us to tie into the
Shoals project, using samples that we have used ourselves
within the compositional process.

Driffield Secondary School students.

The patch, Granular Play, allows for scrubbing through
sounds effecting pitch and time. This is great for the
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introduction of musical gesture in an electroacoustic process,
which was the focus of this workshop.
We started with simple exercises. Each person would create a
gesture using the same sound and process that the next
person in the circle would then have to emulate, ‘Chinese
Whispers’ if you like. This makes the students focus on
listening to gesture and then recreating it in a hands-on way,
using a laptop trackpad. The idea is start off slowly focusing
on the gestures closely, then to pick up speed around the
circle so it eventually becomes a continuous movement. This
in itself plays on the idea of ‘waves’ and fluidity, something
we considered to be important when composing for Shoals.
The Granular Play patch enabled for a number of sounds to
be selected enabling the group to spend the rest of the
workshop developing ideas and coming together for a
performance to close the session.
South Hunsley – GCSE Music
Vocal Soundscape and Music Technology Introduction
This workshop consisted of a number of elements. The theme
was to stick closely to the compositional work we had been
doing for Shoals, as well as showing students the creative
potential of simple technology.
To structure this, we worked through a series of Vocal
exercises, building upon sounds we used as source material
(crashing waves, animal sounds, creaking, wind etc). This
was then recorded, and played back across a diffusion
system, so that the group could hear themselves and the
soundscapes they were creating with their voices.
The next part introduced them to the sound processing ideas
and methods we used compositionally. As the vocals
recordings were played back we demonstrated the creative
possibilities, emphasising sounds within space and gestural
elements. This involved using Ableton Live and a MIDI
control surface to trigger sections of recorded material and
mix in effects (granular delays, frequency resonators and live
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time stretch processes). This gave the students a hand on
experience that gave them the opportunity to be creative with
sound in a new way.

Composing the elecroacoustic layer for Shoals, using Ableton Live.

The penultimate element of the workshop was to introduce
Robert Francis’ Poem Deep Sea Diver to the students. The
poem’s significance was explained and we spoke about how
it influenced our compositional methods for Shoals. We then
had a number of students volunteer to read the poem into a
microphone which was then controlled and processed with a
Kaoss Pad. This gave the students another new way of
handling sound, as well as being able to interact, on a
creative level, with the words on the page. The pitch and
stretching controls with the Kaoss pad seemed very popular!
The final part of the afternoon was spent attempting a
performance with encompassed all elements that the students
has learned. The group split off into the areas that each
students personally found most interesting and improvised
for a small amount of time. When a few interesting ideas had
been found we led the students through the process of
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structuring the performance, considering dynamics, light and
shade, gestures that were reactive and using the diffusion
system to create spatial ideas. We had time to move the
group around and came up with two different performances
of the soundscape/narration that worked really well and had
some really inspirational outcomes.

Kaoss Pad, by Korg

In this workshop we focussed on the studio compositional
aspects to Shoals. After liaising with the tutor it was clear
that the students had an exceptional knowledge of Music
Technology processes and computer based music. To expand
on what they already knew we brought with us quick
examples of all of our retrospective work. We gave a brief
introduction to our progress from Undergraduate to Masters
level degree and then introduced the Shoals project.
The task for the students was simple: using three selected
samples produce whatever music you like, but consider
gesture and think about the sound more closely than perhaps
you would on first listen. The students were then left to work
for 30 minutes on their pieces. Whilst they worked we asked
how each student was getting on and tried to introduced the
creative use of time processing/stretching and pitch layering
to create layers of sound, but it was encouraging to see the
students working effectively and independently.
The creativity was outstanding. Not one student produced
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anything similar to anyone else, with a really varied range of
outputs. We had melodic pieces created from Seagull
cacophony; with each shriek mapped to a keyboard and
‘played’, drum and bass using waves crashes and some really
interesting textures and loops created from rhythmic selection
of ambient sounds. The students were left with the samples
and encouraged to consider working on the pieces more,
really focussing on what actually constitutes a sound.
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April 16, 2012

A Deep Montage
Phil Legard writes:
Since 2009 I’ve been involved behind the scenes on
Sounding the Deep, supporting the project in a wide range of
capacities. Therefore, it was unfortunate that I was unable to
make it to the première performance! A small consolation
has, however, been to work with the recordings of the
rehearsals and live performances and to listen to them in
detail.
The recordings were made by Dr. Robert Mackay of
Scarborough University using a Soundfield microphone and
4-channel recorder positioned at the back of the hall. The
Soundfield microphone isn’t a single microphone, but an
array of four capsules that are designed to capture sound as
special B-Format audio. One of the most exciting things
about the B-Format is that it is incredibly flexible: from a BFormat recording one can mix to standard stereo,
quadraphonic or even 5.1, 6.1 or 7.1 sound.
The most intriguing thing about the format is that the four
channels can be combined in different ways to simulate a
number of microphone setups after the event. In fact the
sounds can be mixed as though there were a virtual
microphone pointing in any direction you can think of! The
B-Format recordings were mixed into stereo and edited in the
recording studios at Leeds Metropolitan University. There
was, however, a significant amount of listening to be done
before I could begin.
I had received recordings of Shoals both in dress rehearsal
and live performance. Alongside this were recordings of the
two live performances of Sounding the Deep. In total this was
at least three hours worth of material, which was also
recorded in less than ideal circumstances.
The pieces comprising Shoals were fairly straightforward to
edit, mainly relying on the dress rehearsal recordings with
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some elements from the live performances incorporated when
absolutely necessary.
For Sounding the Deep the intention was to present the piece
in as concise a manner as possible. Practically, this meant
that sections adversely affected by transient ambient sounds  those coughs and sneezes and rustling programmes that are
to be expected in a live performance – could be edited out. A
full live recording is of course a valuable archival document
for the composer and orchestra, but in terms of conveying the
essence of the project another approach was necessary.
The result was a sort of montage, condensing the 35 minutes
of performance down to nine-and-a-half minutes. I listened
carefully (relaxed, eyes closed for the most part!) to the first
performance several times, choosing – by ear – a number of
appealing sections from each movement. Comparing these
sections in each performance meant that a number of them
could be discounted due to insurmountable problems with the
archival recording. The ‘best’ versions of the remaining
sections were pooled and then edited together with an alert
ear open for opportunities to create smooth transitions
between each section.
The result, presented below, works well. The most
memorable sections such as the Sousa-influenced march, the
mysterious vocalise passages conveying Beebe’s wordless
wonder at his descent, and the dramatic rolling of the
Bathysphere, are well represented alongside a number of
other moments that give a balanced overview of the unique
sound-world of Sounding the Deep.
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www.nigel-morgan.co.uk

